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entrepreneurs and innovators. A funky, offbeat destination. A city of compassion and 

environmental responsibility. A beautiful, accepting community. 

1(&',"3&7%35&#6'#&5(&8'/(&-(',&/6',,(%9("&'%2&5(&6':(&#3&2(4%(&'%2&*('"!-(&3!-& 
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short? Through a detailed look at the city as it exists today, we can decide what works 

and what can be done better. This analysis will identify gaps and lead to questions  

resulting in new solutions. The Austin of 2012 will be the baseline against which our suc-

cess in achieving the plan’s vision will be measured.

WE ARE A UNIQUE COMMUNITY

Our progressive spirit, environmental ideals, and innovative character distinguish us from 

other metropolitan areas in Texas. Many of the City’s past policy choices show an early  

understanding of growth and economic issues that many Texas cities only recently have 

begun to address. This contrast has enhanced Austin’s community identity, creating a 

strong sense of our uniqueness in relation to the rest of the state and the nation. 

EXPERIENCING AUSTIN: WHO ARE WE TODAY?
C H A P T E R

THE AUSTIN SPIRIT

There’s a spirit that animates  

Austin’s people and special places.  

Something both laid back and 

passionate, seems built on unlikely 

pairings, like the State Capital and 

the University of Texas, blocks away 

but worlds apart. Sometimes these 

happen in brief, beautiful moments, 

like the coming together of college 

students and cowboys at Threadgill’s 

Tavern and later at the Armadillo 

World Headquarters. Sometimes it’s 

a generations-long courtship, the 

way Austin’s most substantial pro-

2(:(,3+*(%#&(883-#<&-!-',&(,(/#-$4/'-

tion of the 1930s and 1940s, later led 

to the creation of one of Austin’s 

2(4%$%9&'%2&=(,3:(2&(%:$-3%*(%#',&

features, the Highland Lakes, and 

then to the country’s premiere efforts 

in green energy and green building. 

Even the land brings together the Hill 

Country to the west and the Black-

land Prairie to the east. 

While no city program is ever going 

to be responsible for this spirit, nurtur-

ing it in whatever forms it takes in the 

future is as important to Austin’s suc-

cess as anything else in this plan.

Texas Capitol
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Austin’s Historical Context

Before it was Austin, the future capital of the State of Texas was a small settlement 

named Waterloo on a bluff overlooking the Colorado River. In 1839, it became the capi-

tal of the Republic of Texas and was renamed in honor of the “Father of Texas”, Stephen 

F. Austin. Austin was selected as the capital city due to its steady water supply, hills, pleas-

ant surroundings, and central location within the state. Already the seat of state govern-

ment, Austin became an educational center in the 1880s with the establishment of the 

University of Texas. The government and educational sectors became mainstays of the 

local economy and began attracting people from across the state. 

Unfortunately our history also includes a story typical of many American cities: slavery 

followed by legally-enforced racial inequalities. Past land use planning contributed to the 

divide within Austin. The city’s 1928 “A City Plan for Austin Texas,” strongly reinforced racial 

"(9-(9'#$3%&=.&2("$9%'#$%9&'%&384/$',&>%(9-3&2$"#-$/#0?&@6$"&2$"#-$/#&5'"&/-('#(2&#3&'22-(""&

the “race segregation problem” by calling for: 

“All facilities and conveniences be provided the negroes in this district, as an incentive 

to draw the negro population to this area. This will eliminate the necessity of duplica-

tion of white and black schools, white and black parks, and other duplicate facilities for 

this area.” 

Almost 50 years after the landmark Civil Rights Act of 1964, we still have reminders of our  

segregated past in our residential patterns and economic landscape. 

The city we know today had its beginnings in the last half of the 20th century. Confronted 

with serious economic and environmental problems, the choices made to address these 

2$84/!,#&$""!("&#-'%"83-*(2& !"#$%0&A%&#6(&BCDE"<&BCFE"<&'%2&('-,.&BCGE"<& !"#$%&()+(-$(%/(2&

a population boom, growing more than 35 percent each decade. However, the city’s 

economy did not grow at the same pace. To address this disparity, Austin’s leaders  

strategized on how to expand the economy. This resulted in new directions that  

leveraged the city’s role as an educational center to attract high-tech employers such 

as IBM. Our new economic identity was a progressive one, dependent upon innovation 

and a highly-skilled and educated workforce. 

H!-$%9&#6(&('-,.&BCGE"<&'%&3:(-#')(2&(,(/#-$/',&9-$2&/'!"(2&'&"(-$("&38&*'I3-&=-35%3!#"0&

These brownouts, coupled with the rising price of natural gas and the national energy  

crisis pointed to the need for new electricity sources. To supply the needed electricity, 

/3',J4-(2&(%(-9.&+,'%#"&5(-(&/3%"#-!/#(2&'"&'%&',#(-%'#$:(&#3&%'#!-',&9'"0&K3,,35$%9&'&

close election in 1973, voters approved the City of Austin’s participation in a partnership 

#3&/3%"#-!/#&'&%(5&%!/,('-&+35(-&+,'%#<&#6(&L3!#6&@()'"&M!/,('-&N-3I(/#0&O'I3-&/3"#&

3:(--!%"&'%2&+-3I(/#&2(,'."<&%!/,('-&(%(-9.&$""!("&9(%(-',,.<&'%2&+3,,!#$3%&/'!"(2&=.&

/3',J4-(2&+35(-&+,'%#"&+-3:(2&6$96,.&2$:$"$:(0&A%&BCPB<& !"#$%&:3#(-"&'!#63-$Q(2&#6(&"',(&

38&#6(&R$#.S"&BF&+(-/(%#&"6'-(&$%&#6(&+-3I(/#<&#63!96&%3&=!.(-"&/3!,2&=(&83!%20&@6(&$""!("&

associated with nuclear energy and the concerns over the pollution and greenhouse gas 

Plan of the City of Austin, 1839
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During the 1980s, elements of the city’s character began to change further. Multi-family 

construction experienced a marked increase over previous decades, resulting in a 

%!*=(-&38&"+-'5,$%9&>'+'-#*(%#&/$#$("?&,3/'#(2&#6-3!963!#&#6(&/$#.0&@53&*'I3-&6$96&#(/6&

research consortium companies, Microelectronics and Computer Technology  

Corporation and Sematech opened in Austin. By the early 1990s, the region had about 

400 high-tech manufacturers. Throughout that decade, Austin’s population grew at  

phenomenal rates, which led to concerted efforts to protect environmentally sensitive  

'-('"&8-3*&2(:(,3+*(%#0&@6("(&(883-#"&'-(&()(*+,$4(2&=.&#6(&+'""'9(&38&#6(&L':(&T!-&

Springs ordinance and initiation of the Balcones Canyonlands Conservation Plan. The 

6(',#6&38& !"#$%S"&!-='%&(%:$-3%*(%#&5'"&',"3&'&/3%/(-%&'%2&5'"&-(U(/#(2&$%&#6(&/,3"$%9&

and relocation of the “Tank Farm” (a large gasoline storage facility) in 1993 and the deci-

sion to decommission the Holly Street Power Plant in 2007. Austin’s pursuit of economic 

transformation and its reaction to the local and national energy crisis catalyzed a new 

civic consciousness. Rapid population growth during the 1970s also created new trans-

Barton Springs Pool

Austin City Limits Music Festival
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Figure 2.1 The Planning Area in 2011: City and its Extraterritorial Jurisdiction

The geographic scope of the Imagine Austin Comprehensive Plan is Austin’s current city limits and its ex-

#-'#(--$#3-$',&I!-$"2$/#$3%<&*3"#,.&,3/'#(2&$%&@-':$"&R3!%#.&=!#&',"3&(%/3*+'""$%9&+'-#"&38&V'"#-3+<&W'."<&'%2&
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=3!%2'-.&#6'#&$"&%3#&5$#6$%&#6(&/$#.&,$*$#"&3-&()#-'#(--$#3-$',&I!-$"2$/#$3%&38&'%3#6(-&/$#.0&A#&$"&#6(&#(--$#3-.&56(-(&

Austin alone is authorized to annex land.
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portation and environmental pressures as Austin struggled with the stresses of a growing 

city. We emerged from the decade with a new environmental focus and economic di-

rection that form the cornerstones of our current sustainability principles. Well before most 

Texas cities recognized connections between livability and sustainability, we were at the 

vanguard of the “green” movement. 

Celebrating our creativity (by branding Austin as “The Live Music Capital of the World,” 

for example) has attracted talented, artistic, and entrepreneurial individuals, contributing 

to our eclectic small business community and the growth of the creative and technology 

"(/#3-"0&1(&6':(&/3%8-3%#(2&2$84/!,#&$""!("&'%2&#'7(%&-$"7"&#6'#&6':(&"(#&!"&'+'-#0

Austin is also a place where the funky and offbeat are accepted and celebrated. These 

qualities attract people from across the country who are looking for a place where they 

feel comfortable and one that provides opportunities not readily available in most other 

cities. The spirit of acceptance extends across the spectrum to include people of all faiths, 

ethnicities and races, sexual orientations, political leanings, and personal interests. The 

spirit of creativity and acceptance has created a place where people want to be and 

has set the stage for our current and future economic success.

POPULATION AND HOUSEHOLDS

We are a growing city, becoming more diverse, older, and urban. 

Key Facts/Trends

Population

X&& !"#$%S"&+3+!,'#$3%&9-(5&=.&YE&+(-/(%#&=(#5((%&YEEE&'%2&YEBE<&*'7$%9&$#&#6(&BZth most 

populous city in the US. About two-thirds of this growth is attributable to natural expan-

sion (more births than deaths) and new residents moving into Austin, while about one-

third of the new population was added through annexation.

X&& !"#$%&'22(2&'%&("#$*'#(2&YB<F[D&+(3+,(&=(#5((%&YEBE&'%2&YEBB&#3&-('/6&'&#3#',&

population of 812,025, making it the 14th most populous city in the US.

X&& !"#$%S"&"6'-(&38&#6(& !"#$%J\3!%2&\3/7&-(9$3%S"&+3+!,'#$3%&6'"&=((%&2(/,$%$%90&A%&BCFE<&

65 percent of the region’s population lived within the Austin city limits. By 2000, this had 

dropped to 52.5 percent, and by 2010 it dropped to 46 percent.

X&& !"#$%S"&+,'%%$%9&'-('&]/$#.&,$*$#"&'%2&#6(&()#-'#(--$#3-$',&I!-$"2$/#$3%^&"((&K$9!-(&Y0B_&$"&

+-3I(/#(2&#3&'22&'++-3)$*'#(,.&GDE<EEE&*3-(&+(3+,(&=.&YE[C0

Change in Population, 1960 - 2010

Year Population Percent Change

1960 186,545 --

1970 253,539 35.9

1980 341,665 34.8

1990 465,622 36.3

2000 656,562 41

2010 790,390 20.4

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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Households 

X&&N-3+3-#$3%',,.<& !"#$%&6'"&8'-&8(5(-&8'*$,.&63!"(63,2"&]#53&3-&*3-(&+(3+,(&-("$2$%9&#3-

gether who are related by birth, marriage, or adoption) than Texas as a whole, but a  

similar percentage of married-couples-with-children households. In 2010, only 52  

percent of Austin households were family households, and of these, 34 percent were 

married with children. In comparison, in 2010, 70 percent of Texas households were  

family households; 34 percent were married with children. 

X&&A%&YEBE<&*3-(&#6'%&ZP&+(-/(%#&38& !"#$%&63!"(63,2"&5(-(&%3%J8'*$,.&63!"(63,2"0&L(:(%-

ty-one percent of these were single-person households. 

Age Distribution

X&& !"#$%&$"&'&.3!%9&/$#.0&A%&YEBE<&*3-(&#6'%&DG&+(-/(%#&38&#6(&+3+!,'#$3%&5'"&!%2(-&[D&

years old, and more than 72 percent was under age 45. The largest age group is 25-34 

.('-&3,2"<&56$/6&$"&*3-(&#6'%&3%(J48#6&38& !"#$%S"&+3+!,'#$3%0&

X&&@6(&V'=.&V33*(-&9(%(-'#$3%&-('/6$%9&-(#$-(*(%#&'9(&$"&6':$%9&'%&$*+'/#&3%& !"#$%0&

The largest rate of growth since 2000 has been in those age groups of 55 and older. 

In the past decade, Austin saw an 84 percent increase in residents aged 55-59; a 97 

percent increase in residents aged 60-64; and a 52 percent increase in residents aged 

65-69. 

X&&&L$9%$4/'%#&9-35#6&6'"&3//!--(2&$%&3#6(-&'9(&9-3!+"0& !"#$%S"&.3!#6&'%2&"(%$3-&+3+!,'-

tions have grown since 2000. In the past decade, Austin has experienced a 23 percent 

increase in children under age 10; a 26 percent increase in residents aged 80-84; and  

a 31 percent increase in residents aged 85 and above. 

Rhapsody Mural on E. 11th Street
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Racial/Ethnic Composition

X&&&@6(&-'/$',&'%2&(#6%$/&/3*+3"$#$3%&38&#6(&/$#.&6'"&/6'%9(2&3:(-&#6(&+'"#&2(/'2(0&A%&

2010, non-Hispanic whites comprised a smaller proportion of the population then in 2000: 

48.7 percent compared with 52.9 percent in 2000. 

X&&@6(&W$"+'%$/&+3+!,'#$3%&$%/-('"(2<&-$"$%9&8-3*&[E0D&+(-/(%#&$%&YEEE&#3&*3-(&#6'%&[D&+(--

cent in 2010. Eighty-three percent of these residents were of Mexican origin.

X&& !"#$%S"& "$'%&+3+!,'#$3%&',"3&$%/-('"(2<&5$#6&$#"&"6'-(&9-35$%9&8-3*&Z0G&+(-/(%#&$%&YEEE&

to 6.3 percent in 2010.

X&&@6(&+-3+3-#$3%&38& 8-$/'%& *(-$/'%"&$%& !"#$%&2(/-('"(2&8-3*&C0P&#3&G0G&+(-/(%#&3:(-&

#6(&+'"#&BE&.('-"0&@6$"&-(U(/#"&'&2(/,$%(&$%&#6(&#3#',& 8-$/'%& *(-$/'%&+3+!,'#$3%&$%& !"-

tin. Despite this, the region’s African American population grew over the same period.

X&& ,*3"#&YE&+(-/(%#&38& !"#$%&-("$2(%#"&'-(&83-($9%J=3-%0&O3-(&#6'%&6',8&/3*(&8-3*&

O()$/3&'%2&'=3!#&'&`!'-#(-&8-3*& "$'0&T8&#63"(&=3-%&$%& "$'<&#6(&*'I3-$#.&'-(&8-3*&A%2$'<&

followed by Viet Nam, China, and Korea. 

Median Incomes and Cost of Living

X&&&O(2$'%&$%/3*("&$%& !"#$%&'-(&6$96(-&#6'%&*3"#&3#6(-&@()'"&/$#$("0&A%&YEEC<& !"#$%S"&*(-

dian household income was $50,132 and the median family income was $63,431; while 

for the state, the median household income was $48,259 and the median family income 

was $56,650. 

X&&&@6(& !"#$%J\3!%2&\3/7&*(#-3S"&'-('&/3"#&38&,$:$%9&$"&"$*$,'-&#3&3#6(-&-(9$3%"&$%&@()'"0&K3-&

example in 2011, the Austin region had an estimated cost of living index of 93 (com-

pared to a national average of 100, 96 in Dallas, and 91 in Houston). However when 

compared to peer metro areas across the country, the cost of living is even more 

affordable. Comparable regions such as Portland, Oregon (111), Seattle, Washington 

(120), and San Diego, California (131), had higher index scores indicating a higher cost 

of living.
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Austin $63,431 

Fort Worth $55,405 

San Antonio $51,540 

Houston $47,278 

Dallas $44,083 

Texas $56,650 

National

Seattle, WA $85,432 

San Diego, 

CA
$75,492 

Charlotte, NC $63,516 

Austin $63,431 

Portland, OR $62,189 

Minneapolis, 

MN
$61,510 

Jacksonville, 

FL
$58,497 

Sacramento, 

CA
$57,081 

Denver, CO $56,909 

Raleigh, NC $56,909 

Nashville, TN $56,452 

Columbus, OH $52,917 

Indianapolis, 

IN
$53,491 

US $62,363 
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Poverty

X&&A%&YEBB<&YB&+(-/(%#&38& !"#$%S"&-("$2(%#"&,$:(2&=(,35&#6(&+3:(-#.&,$%(0& ,*3"#&3%(J#6$-2&

38&',,&/6$,2-(%&!%2(-&'9(&4:(&,$:(2&$%&+3:(-#.0&M('-,.&BE&+(-/(%#&38&#6(&/$#.S"&-("$2(%#"&

over the age of 65 lived in poverty. The 2011 Federal poverty level for a family of four is 

$22,350.

X&&M('-,.&P[&+(-/(%#&38& !"#$%&/6$,2-(%&!%2(-&'9(&4:(&,$:$%9&$%&+3:(-#.&$%&YEBE&5(-(&W$"-

+'%$/0&O3-(&#6'%&ZD&+(-/(%#&38&W$"+'%$/"&!%2(-&'9(&4:(&,$:(&$%&+3:(-#.0&

X&&&@5(%#.J"(:(%&+(-/(%#&38&#6(&$%2$:$2!',"&,$:$%9&$%&+3:(-#.&$%&YEBE&5(-(&83-($9%J=3-%0&@6$-#.J

seven percent of individuals living in poverty resided in households where the household 

head had not received a high school diploma.

X&& 22$#$3%',,.<&ZE&+(-/(%#&38& !"#$%&-("$2(%#"&('-%(2&,(""&#6'%&YEE&+(-/(%#&38&#6(&8(2(-',&

poverty level in 2010. 

X&&@6(&YEBB&N3$%#&A%&@$*(&/3!%#&/3%2!/#(2&=.&#6(&a%2$%9&R3**!%$#.&W3*(,(""%(""&R3',$-

#$3%&$2(%#$4(2&Y<[DG&63*(,(""&$%2$:$2!',"0&T8&#6("(<&B<FPB&5(-(&"$%9,(&'2!,#"^&#6(&-("#&5(-(&

households including at least one child.

Educational Attainment 

X&&& !"#$%S"&+3+!,'#$3%&$"&5(,,J(2!/'#(20&A%&YEBE<&ZZ&+(-/(%#&38&-("$2(%#"&'9(2&YD&'%2&3,2(-&

had at least a bachelor’s degree, and almost 16 percent had graduate or professional 

degrees. These rates are much higher than the state as a whole: in 2009, only 27 percent 

of all Texans aged 25 and over had at least a bachelor’s degree, and nine percent had 

a graduate or professional degree.

X&&A%&YEBE<&BZ&+(-/(%#&38& !"#$%&-("$2(%#"&'9(2&YD&'%2&3,2(-&2$2&%3#&6':(&'&6$96&"/633,&

diploma.

X&&A8&%3&$%#(-:(%$%9&'/#$3%"&'-(&#'7(%<&#6(&+(-/(%#'9(&38& !"#$%$#("&5$#6&+3"#J"(/3%2'-.&

education levels is expected to decline from 65 percent to 55 percent by 2040. The cost 

to Austin will be a loss of $2.4 billion in annual income due to reduced career opportuni-

ties and earning capacities. 
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Data sources: 2009 American Commu-

nity Survey, 2010 Census; City of Austin 

Community Inventory; Kiplinger Cost 

of Living Index (from Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, Census, Martin Prosperity 

Institute); “An Investment in the Future 

of Central Texas, AARO.”

What Does It Mean? – Population and Growth

X&&&N3+!,'#$3%&+-3I(/#$3%"&"635&#6'#& !"#$%&5$,,&',*3"#&23!=,(&$%&+3+!,'#$3%&$%&[E&

years. This will place heavy demands on infrastructure, resources, and services. 

Some of this growth will occur through annexation of unincorporated areas, 

but much of the growth will need to be accommodated through  

development within the city.

X& !"#$%&"#$,,&6'"&"#-3%9&+'##(-%"&38&-'/$',<&(#6%$/<&'%2&$%/3*(&"(9-(9'#$3%0&

X&&&@6(&9-35$%9&%!*=(-&38&3,2(-&-("$2(%#"<&'9(2&DD&'%2&'=3:(<&6'"&9(%(-'#(2&

greater demand for services, different housing options, and amenities.

X&&&@6(&$%/-('"(&$%&#6(&%!*=(-&38&.3!%9&/6$,2-(%&5$,,&'88(/#& !"#$%S"&"/633,&2$"#-$/#"&

over the next decade.

X&&&@6(&,'-9(&%!*=(-&38&.3!%9(-<&(2!/'#(2&-("$2(%#"<&"!/6&'"&*'--$(2&/3!+,("&

without children and single-person households, may signal increasing demand 

for housing other than single-family detached units. Many of these people 

already live in the urban core, and an increased demand for urban living may 

be met with redevelopment that includes townhouses, condominiums, and 

apartments.

X&&L(-:$/("&#3&'22-(""&+3:(-#.&'%2&,$*$#(2&I3=&"7$,,"&'-(&%((2(2&$%& !"#$%0

X&&&O(2$'%&63!"(63,2&'%2&8'*$,.&$%/3*("&*'.&=(&6$96(-&#6'%&#63"(&38&#6(&-("#&

of the state, but Austin’s high housing and transportation costs may consume 

greater proportions of household budgets, relative to other Texas cities. 
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HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOODS

We have a variety of neighborhoods but limited housing choices. Our  

housing costs are rising.

Key Facts/Trends

Housing Units 

X&&A%&YEBE<& !"#$%&6'2&'%&("#$*'#(2&[DZ<YZB&63!"$%9&!%$#"0&@3#',&63!"$%9&!%$#"&$%/-('"(2& 

by 28 percent from 2000 to 2010. 

X&&L$%9,(J8'*$,.&2(#'/6(2&63!"$%9&*'2(&!+&'=3!#&ZF&+(-/(%#&38&#3#',&63!"$%9&"#3/7&$%&

2010. Between 2000 and 2010, the proportion of single-family detached remained about 

the same, while the percentage of multi-family housing in 10-19 unit buildings increased 

and the percentage in 20 or more unit buildings decreased. 

Home Ownership

X&& !"#$%&6'"&,35(-&-'#("&38&63*(35%(-"6$+&#6'%&@()'"b&$%&YEBE<&FG&+(-/(%#&38&@()'%"&

owned their own homes while 50 percent of Austinites were homeowners. However, 

Austin had higher rates of homeownership than Dallas (46 percent) and Houston (49 

percent).

X&&W$"+'%$/&'%2& 8-$/'%& *(-$/'%&63!"(63,2"&6':(&,35(-&63*(35%(-"6$+&-'#("&#6'%&16$#(&

and Asian households. In 2010, 53 percent of White households and 41 percent of Asian 

households were homeowners, but only 34 percent of Hispanic households and 32 per-

cent of African American households owned their homes.

X&&L(:(%#.&+(-/(%#&38& !"#$%S"&*'--$(2&63!"(63,2"&35%&#6($-&63*(<&/3*+'-(2&5$#6&ZY&

percent of single-person households in 2010. Younger singles under age 35 were much 

more likely to rent.

Housing Values/Affordability

X&&&T:(-&#6(&,'"#&BE&.('-"<&*(2$'%&63!"$%9&/3"#"&6':(&-$"(%&=.&PD&+(-/(%#<&56$,(&63!"(-

hold incomes have grown at a much lower rate. Between 1998 and 2008, the median 

single-family house price increased by almost 90 percent ($129,900 to $240,000) while 

the percentage of all single-family houses considered affordable declined from 42 to 28 

percent. During the same period, Austin’s median family income increased by only 36 

percent.

X&&& ""(""(2&+-3+(-#.&:',!("&6':(&9(%(-',,.&$%/-('"(2&$%& !"#$%&=(#5((%&BCCD&'%2&YEBE<&

with declines in 2004 and 2011. Despite a generally declining property tax rate over that 

period, total taxes paid have risen, substantially in some parts of Austin. 

Rents

X&&&A%&YEBE<& !"#$%S"&*(2$'%&-(%#&5'"&cCEB0&@6$"&$"&6$96(-&#6'%&#6(&YEBE&@()'"&*(2$'%&38&cPEB&

and a 24 percent increase since 2000. Due to tighter capital markets caused by the re-

cent recession, the current supply of apartments has not kept up with demand causing 

a marked increase in rents that is expected to continue into the middle of this decade.
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X&&&L3*(&'883-2'=,(&'+'-#*(%#&-(%#',&!%$#"&6':(&=((%&/3%:(-#(2&#3&/3%23*$%$!*&!"(<&

contributing to a shortage of units in the rental housing market, especially for  

households with incomes less than $20,000.

Housing Cost Burden

X&&\$"$%9&63!"$%9&+-$/("&$*+3"(&6$96(-&*3%#6,.&/3"#"&3%& !"#$%S"&63!"(63,2"0&A%&YEBE<&[E&+(--

cent of homeowners paid more than 30 percent of their incomes in housing costs and 

12 percent paid more than 50 percent. 

X&& !"#$%S"&-(%#(-&+3+!,'#$3%&$"&+'-#$/!,'-,.&'88(/#(2&=.&-$"$%9&63!"$%9&/3"#"0&A%&YEBE<&D[&

percent of renter households were paying 30 percent or more of their incomes in rent. 

Twenty-nine percent were paying 50 percent or more for rent. This is an increase from 

2000, when 42 percent of renter households paid more than 30 percent of income in 

rent and 20 percent paid 50 percent or more for rent. 

Neighborhoods

X&&& !"#$%S"&%($96=3-6332"&=!$,#&+-$3-&#3&13-,2&1'-&AA&'-(&/6'-'/#(-$Q(2&=.&*$)(2&63!"$%9&

and lot sizes, interconnected streets, diverse architectural styles, and compact charac-

ter. These neighborhoods typically have a school and park within their boundaries.

X&&&M($96=3-6332"&=!$,#&"$%/(&#6(&,'#(&BCDE"&'-(&*3-(&!%$83-*&$%&"$Q(&'%2&/6'-'/#(-&'%2&'-(&

designed in a fashion that increasingly requires an automobile in order to travel be-

tween home, work, shopping, and services.

X&&&@6(-(&'-(&'&9-35$%9&%!*=(-&38&%($96=3-6332"&#6-3!963!#& !"#$%&56(-(&$**$9-'%#"<&

largely from Latin America, are increasingly settling. Language and cultural differences 

between this growing community and the rest of Austin have led to isolation, which 

*'7("&$#&2$84/!,#&83-&#6(&R$#.&#3&+-3:$2(&#6("(&-("$2(%#"&5$#6&/-$#$/',&"(-:$/("&"!/6&'"&='"$/&

infrastructure maintenance, building code enforcement, emergency response, public 

safety, and health services. 

X&&&A%&#6(&,'"#&#(%&.('-"<&%($96=3-6332"&$%&('"#&'%2&"3!#6& !"#$%&56(-(&*'-7(#&:',!("&6':(&

been historically lower than other Austin neighborhoods have seen new development, 

reinvestment, and revitalization. This trend has raised the issue of long-time, often less af-

U!(%#&-("$2(%#"&=($%9&2$"+,'/(2&=.&*3-(&'8U!(%#&-("$2(%#"0

X&&L3*(&-("$2(%#"&'-(&/3%/(-%(2&'=3!#&#6(&-(',&'%2&+(-/($:(2&(88(/#"&38&%(5&2(:(,3+-

ment on the character of older, inner-city Austin neighborhoods.

Increase In Median Rent And Median Housing Prices, 2000-2009
Median Rent Increase (%)

Median Housing Price Increase (%)
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X&&A%&BCCG<&#6(&R$#.&38& !"#$%&$%$#$'#(2&'&%($96=3-6332&+,'%%$%9&+-39-'*^&#3&2'#(<&ZP&%($96-

borhood planning areas have completed the process and adopted neighborhood 

plans (see Appendix x). These plans cover about 16 percent of land area in the plan-

ning area and 52 percent of the population in the planning area. 

What Does It Mean? – Housing and Neighborhoods

X&&W3!"$%9&/3"#"&'-(&-$"$%9&$%&*'%.&/,3"(J$%&%($96=3-6332"0& "&'&-("!,#&*'%.&,3%9J

#$*(&-("$2(%#"&38& !"#$%<&+'-#$/!,'-,.&,35J$%/3*(&-(%#(-"<&'-(&4%2$%9&#6'#&#6(.&

no longer can afford to stay. 

X&& "&#6(& !"#$%&63!"$%9&*'-7(#&6'"&=(/3*(&*3-(&()+(%"$:(<&#6(&9(39-'+6$/&

distribution of units affordable to households earning 80 percent or less of the 

local median family income has changed. Housing options for moderate and 

low-income households have moved to increasingly distant suburban areas of 

Austin, which in turn increase transportation expenditures.

X&&& !"#$%&$"&'&*'I3-$#.&-(%#(-&/$#.&2!(<&$%&,'-9(&+'-#<&#3&#6(&"$9%$4/'%#&%!*=(-"&38&

college and university students, recent graduates, and other young people 

who live here. This demographic bulge, as well as the needs of other  

Austinites of more modest means, highlights the need for more affordable 

rental housing. This demographic group has also demonstrated a market  

preference for more urban amenities and lifestyles. 

X&&&W$96(-&63!"$%9&/3"#"&'%2&",35(-J9-35$%9&63!"(63,2&$%/3*("&*'.&+-3*+#&

many families to rent rather than purchase a home.

X&&&W$96&2(*'%2&83-&-(%#',&!%$#"&#-'%",'#("&$%#3&2(*'%2&83-&63!"$%9&+-32!/#"&3#6(-&

than single-family detached homes. 

X&&&@3&'//3**32'#(&#6(&$%/-('"$%9&2$:(-"$#.&38& !"#$%&'-('&63!"(63,2"<&*3-(&

housing options will be needed to address our demographic changes.

X&&&A%4,,&2(:(,3+*(%#&'%2&-(2(:(,3+*(%#&$%&/(%#(-"&'%2&',3%9&*'I3-&-3'25'."&

will be needed to meet the growing demand for higher-density, closer-in af-

83-2'=,(&63!"$%90&R-('#$%9&6'-*3%$3!"&#-'%"$#$3%"&=(#5((%&'2I'/(%#&%($96-

borhoods is an important component of the development process.

X&& "&#6(&/$#.S"&63!"$%9&"#3/7&'9("<&63*(&-(+'$-&/3"#"&5$,,&/-('#(&'22$#$3%',&

burdens on low to moderate-income residents. Home repair services can help 

,35J$%/3*(&63!"(63,2"&"#'.&$%&#6($-&63*("<&*$#$9'#$%9&9(%#-$4/'#$3%&+-(""!-("&

in historically low-income neighborhoods near the urban core.

X&&@6-3!96&#6(&%!*=(-"&'-(&2(/,$%$%9<&*'%.&+(3+,(&$%& !"#$%&/3%#$%!(&#3&=(&

homeless. Both housing and services are necessary to help these very low 

income residents transition to stability.

Data sources: 2009 American Commu-

nity Survey, Real Estate Center at Texas 

A&M University, City of Austin Commu-

nity Inventory
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LAND USE

We continue to rapidly urbanize, largely developing outward on lower-cost 

land in lower-density suburban patterns. 

Key Facts/Trends

X&&&T:(-&#6(&,'"#&"$)#.&.('-"<&#6(&9-35#6&2.%'*$/&$%& !"#$%&'%2&#6(&"!--3!%2$%9&-(9$3%&6'"&

been characterized by increasing population, rapid urbanization of land, and outward 

expansion. Between 2000 and 2010, Austin’s land area grew by more than 19 percent. 

Change in Land Area, 1950 - 2011

Year Land Area (in sq miles) Percent Change

1950 37.5 --

1960 55.1 45

1970 80.1 45

1980 123.9 55

1990 225.6 82

2000 257.9 14

2010 307.8 19

Source: City of Austin

X&&&H!-$%9&#6(&+'"#&2(/'2(&#6(-(&6'"&=((%&'&*32("#&#-(%2&38&$%4,,&2(:(,3+*(%#&'%2& 

redevelopment in established areas of Austin; however, the pace of urban core  

development lags far behind new development in suburban areas and beyond.

X&&A%&YEBE<& !"#$%&5'"&*3-(&2(%"(&]Y<FD[&+(-"3%"&+(-&"`!'-(&*$,(_&#6'%&$%&YEEE&]Y<ZGG&+(--

"3%"&+(-&"`!'-(&*$,(_&=!#&$#&-(*'$%"&,(""&2(%"(&#6'%&*3"#&*'I3-&/$#$("&$%&@()'"&'"&5(,,&'"&

our peer cities across the country.  

Average Density in Austin and Comparable Cities (2010)

National Density (people per square mile) in 2010

Austin, TX 2,653

Raleigh, NC 2,826

San Antonio, TX 2,880

Dallas, TX 3,517

San Diego, CA 4,020

Portland, OR 4,376

Seattle, WA 7,254

Minneapolis, MN 7,084

Charlotte, NC 2,457

Jacksonville, FL 1,100

Source: Census Data, 2010

X&&&&L$%9,(J8'*$,.&-("$2(%#$',&'%2&3+(%&"+'/(&*'7("&!+&#6(&,'-9("#&+(-/(%#'9(&38& 

>2(:(,3+(2&'-('?&$%&#6(&/$#.&'%2&()#-'#(--$#3-$',&I!-$"2$/#$3%&]"((&+'9(&[D_0&M3#&"!-+-$"-

$%9,.<&#6(&+(-/(%#'9(&38&'/-('9(&/,'""$4(2&'"&!%2(:(,3+(2&'%2&,'-9(J,3#&"$%9,(J8'*$,.&

decreased from 2003 to 2010.

Undeveloped subdivision in eastern 

Travis County

Average Density Comparison

Texas

Density per 

square mile 

(2010)

Austin 2,653

Fort Worth 2,181 

San Antonio 2,880 

Houston 3,501 

Dallas 3,517 

Texas - 
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Figure 2.2 Annexation by Decade

Beginning in the 1970s, Austin began an aggressive annexation program; however, 

changes in State law in the late 1980s slowed and even reversed much of that activity.  

In the late 1990s, in an attempt to manage growth, Austin annexed numerous municipal 

utility districts (MUDs).  The ability to annex additional land since the 1990s was further 

reduced due to subsequent changes in State law.  Despite the added restrictions, Austin 

continues to use annexation as a tool to strategically manage its growth.
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Figure 2.3 1979 Austin Tomorrow Comprehensive Plan Map 

@6(&BCGC& !"#$%&@3*3--35&R3*+-(6(%"$:(&N,'%&$2(%#$4(2&4:(&+-$3-$#.&9-35#6&'-('"&%!*=(-(2&A&#6-3!96&d0&

N-$3-$#.&e-35#6& -('"&A&'%2&AA&5(-(&$2(%#$4(2&'"&#6(&+-$*'-.&,3/'#$3%"&83-&%(5&'%2&-(2(:(,3+*(%#0&N-$3-$#.&

e-35#6& -('&AAA&5'"&$2(%#$4(2&'"&#6(&'-('&83-& !"#$%S"&8!#!-(&()+'%"$3%&%((2"0&N-$3-$#.& -('&Ad&5'"&$2(%#$4(2&

as environmentally sensitive but also where State and local commitments for roads and utilities had been 

*'2(0&N-$3-$#.& -('&d&5'"&$2(%#$4(2&'"&#6(&,('"#&"!$#'=,(&,3/'#$3%&83-&2(:(,3+*(%#0&
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X&&@6(&+(-/(%#'9(&38&#3#',&2(:(,3+(2&'-('&$%/-('"(2&8-3*&D[&+(-/(%#&$%&YEE[&#3&FZ&+(--

cent in 2010, while the total percentage of undeveloped and large-lot single-family land 

decreased. Total land area increased as a result of annexation during this period (see 

Fig 2.2).

X&& ,#63!96&[Z&+(-/(%#&38& !"#$%S"&,'%2&'-('&$"&/,'""$4(2&'"&>!%2(:(,3+(2<?&*!/6&38&$#&6'"&

(%:$-3%*(%#',&/3%"#-'$%#"<&"!/6&'"&U332+,'$%"&3-&"#((+&",3+("<&3-&$"&$%&,'-9(J,3#&"$%9,(J

family use. In 2009, approximately 73,000 acres were undeveloped and had no envi-

ronmental constraints. However, of this undeveloped acreage, only 1,581 acres were 

located in urban watersheds. Over 50,000 acres of undeveloped land with no environ-

mental constraints are located in suburban watersheds in the eastern part of the city.

Land Use in Austin and the ETJ (2003 - 2010) - See Figure 2.4

Use Acres in 2003 Acres in 2010 Percent Change
Percentage of Total 

Land Area in 2003

Percentage of Total 

Land Area in 2010

Single-Family 61,703 69,011 12 % 15 % 17 %

Multi-Family 9,013 10,777 20 % 2 % 3 %

Mobile Homes 6,478 7,000 8 % 2 % 2 %

Residential Subtotal 77,194 86,788 12 % 19 % 22 %

Commercial 8,031 10,317 28 % 2 % 3 %

T84/( 6,174 6,618 7 % 2 % 2 %

Industrial 9,662 13,624 41 % 2 % 3 %

Mixed use n/a 102 n/a 0 % 0 %

Commercial Subtotal 23,868 30,660 28 % 6 % 8 %

Civic 9,496 10,994 16 % 2 % 3 %

Utilities 6,117 2,766 -55 % 2 % 1 %

Open Space 55,104 69,292 26 % 14 % 17 %

Resource Extraction 5,419 6,687 23 % 1 % 2 %

Institutional/Utility 

Subtotal

76,136 89,739 18 % 19 % 22 %

Transportation 4,770 5,533 16 % 1 % 1 %

Streets and Roads 32,224 44,254 37 % 8 % 11 %

Transportation  

Subtotal

36,994 49,788 35 % 9 % 12 %

TOTAL DEVELOPED 

AREA

214,192 256,975 20 % 53 % 64 %

Undeveloped 145,437 118,679 -18 % 36 % 29 %

Large-Lot Single-

Family

31,836 17,782 -44 % 8 % 4 %

TOTAL UNDEVELOPED 

AREA

177,273 136,462 -23 % 44 % 34 %

Water 10,521 10,137 -4 % 3 % 3 %

TOTAL AREA 401,985 403,574  0.4 % 100 %  100 %

Source: City of Austin, Note that the mixed use category was added after 2003.
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Figure 2.4 Existing Land Use (2010) 

Austin’s built environment is characterized by districts of industrial uses; commercial development 

',3%9&*'I3-&-3'25'."&'2I'/(%#&#3&"$%9,(J8'*$,.&63!"$%9^&'%2&=.&,'-9(&"5'#6"&38&3+(%&"+'/(&

located to west and southwest.  
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Historic Preservation

X&& !"#$%&6'"&2("$9%'#(2&3:(-&DDE&,3/',&W$"#3-$/&f'%2*'-7"0&@6("(&'-(&+-3+(-#$("&56$/6&

6':(&'-/6$#(/#!-',<&6$"#3-$/',<&'-/6'(3,39$/',<&3-&/!,#!-',&"$9%$4/'%/(0&@6$"&2("$9%'#$3%&

rewards property owners with a tax exemption in exchange for regulation of the prop-

erty. Owners must maintain the property’s architectural integrity and are required to 

'++,.&83-&'&R(-#$4/'#(&38& ++-3+-$'#(%(""&83-&()#(-$3-&/6'%9("0

X&&A%&YEEG<& !"#$%&'*(%2(2&#6(&,'%2&2(:(,3+*(%#&/32(&#3&',,35&f3/',&W$"#3-$/&H$"#-$/#"0&

@6("(&2$"#-$/#"&$%/,!2(&9-3!+"&38&-(,'#(2&'-/6$#(/#!-',,.&'%2&6$"#3-$/',,.&"$9%$4/'%#&+-3+(--

#$("0&N-3+(-#.&35%(-"&5$#6$%&'&2$"#-$/#&*!"#&'++,.&83-&'&R(-#$4/'#(&38& ++-3+-$'#(%(""& 

to make exterior changes to these properties. To establish a district, more than 50  

percent of the affected property owners must agree. Austin has designated three 

Local Historic Districts: the Harthan Street Historic District, the Castle Hill Historic District, 

and the Hyde Park Historic District.

X&& !"#$%&6'"&BCE&+-3+(-#$("&2("$9%'#(2&'"&\(/3-2(2&@()'"&W$"#3-$/&f'%2*'-7"0&@6$"&$"&'&

state-level designation awarded by the Texas Historical Commission to properties of lo-

/',<&-(9$3%',<&'%2g3-&"#'#(&"$9%$4/'%/(0&@6(&2("$9%'#$3%&/'--$("&,(9',&+-3#(/#$3%&83-&#6(& 

exterior of the historic property, with required review for any proposed exterior  

alterations. Recorded landmarks are eligible for state preservation grant funds and  

also qualify owners for technical assistance. 

X&& !"#$%&/3%#'$%"&BFZ&6$"#3-$/&+-3+(-#$("&'%2&BD&6$"#3-$/&2$"#-$/#"&,$"#(2&3%&#6(&M'#$3%',& 

Register of Historic Places. This is an honorary designation recognizing properties of 

9-('#(-J#6'%J,3/',&"$9%$4/'%/(0&@6(&R$#.<&635(:(-<&'23+#(2&-(9!,'#$3%"&+-(:(%#$%9&M'-

tional Register properties from being demolished without an approved permit.

X&& !"#$%&$"&63*(&#3&'&%!*=(-&38&6$"#3-.J-(,'#(2&*!"(!*"&#6'#&$%/,!2(&#6(&V3=&V!,,3/7&

Texas State History Museum, the Republic of Texas Museum, the Lyndon Baines Johnson 

Library and Museum, the French Legation Museum, and the Austin History Center. Two 

University of Texas facilities operate as historic research centers: the Harry Ransom  

Center and the Center for American History.

Susceptibility to Change Analysis

e$:(%&#6(&/$#.S"&+3+!,'#$3%&'%2&(*+,3.*(%#&+-3I(/#$3%"&83-&#6(&%()#&#6-((&2(/'2("<&$#&$"&

clear that Austin’s existing land use pattern must change to accommodate this growth in 

a more sustainable manner. To inform the comprehensive planning process, an analysis 

was conducted to determine which areas of the city have the greatest likelihood of 

developing or redeveloping (Figure 2.5). The analysis considered over ten factors and 

combined them to determine areas more or less likely to change. The analysis factors in-

cluded owner occupancy, land status, land value, zoning, pending development cases, 

+-3I(/#(2&(*+,3.*(%#&9-35#6<&-3'2&'//(""<&':'$,'=$,$#.&38&3#6(-&$%8-'"#-!/#!-(<&'%2&3#6(-&

indicators of redevelopment potential. In general, the analysis found that:
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Figure 2.5 Susceptibility to Change Analysis

@6(&"!"/(+#$=$,$#.&#3&/6'%9(&'%',."$"&$2(%#$4(2&#6(&'-('"&*3"#&,$7(,.&#3&/6'%9(&'-(&/3%/(%#-'#(2&

in a large north-south axis.  Areas to the east and south are moderately susceptible to change, 

56$,(&'-('"&$%&5("#&'%2&"3!#65("#&'-(&,('"#&,$7(,.&#3&()+(-$(%/(&"$9%$4/'%#&/6'%9(0
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X&& -('"&*3"#&,$7(,.&#3&/6'%9(&'-(&/3%/(%#-'#(2&$%&'&%3-#6J"3!#6&')$"<&+'-#$/!,'-,.&8-3*&

downtown Austin north to Williamson County, between Loop 1 and State Highway 130.

X&& -('"&$%&#6(&('"#(-%&'%2&"3!#6(-%&+3-#$3%"&38&#6(&/$#.&'%2&$#"&()#-'#(--$#3-$',&I!-$"2$/#$3%&

are moderately susceptible to change.

X&& -('"&$%&#6(&5("#(-%&+3-#$3%&38&#6(&/$#.&'%2&$#"&()#-'J#(--$#3-$',&I!-$"2$/#$3%&'-(&,('"#& 

susceptible to change.

What Does It Mean? – Land Use

X&&d(-.&,$##,(&!%2(:(,3+(2&,'%2&$"&':'$,'=,(&5$#6$%&#6(&/$#.S"&!-='%&/3-(0&A%&#6(&

absence of policy or regulatory changes, new growth will likely occur in  

outlying areas where land values are lower.

X&&@3#',&2(:(,3+(2&,'%2&$"&$%/-('"$%90& "&,'%2&:',!("&$%&"!=!-='%&'-('"&'-(&-$"$%9<&

owners are selling undeveloped or agricultural land as a result of higher  

property taxes or returns. 

X&&e-35#6&5$#6$%&#6(&/$#.S"&!-='%&/3-(&5$,,&$%:3,:(&-(2(:(,3+*(%#&'%2&$%/-('"("&

in density.

X&& "&'&93:(-%*(%#',&'%2&(2!/'#$3%',&/(%#(-<& !"#$%&6'"&'&,'-9(&+(-/(%#'9(& 

of institutional uses. These uses are not likely to change. 

X& !"#$%&6'"&'%&'/#$:(&6$"#3-$/&+-("(-:'#$3%&+-39-'*0

X&&@6(&/$#.&6'"&'&"!="#'%#$',&'*3!%#&38&'9-$/!,#!-',&,'%2&#6'#&*'.&=(&/3%:(-#(2&

to other uses as land values rise.

X&&e(%(-',,.<&,(""&$%#(%"$:(&,'%2&!"(&/6'%9("&5$,,&3//!-&$%&#6(&5("#(-%&+'-#&38& 

the city due to environmental constraints. 

Data sources: 2009 American Commu-

nity Survey, City of Austin Community 

Inventory, City of Austin GIS
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TRANSPORTATION

 !"#$!"!%&!$'!()'(*"'()$!#+'(*",$#-.)")/(*!+,'/("#(0",$#(+&/$,#,'/(")/+,+1"

There is a renewed interest in creating a system incorporating all transporta-

tion choices. 

Key Facts/Trends

Transportation Costs

 !!"#$!%&$'%($!#)*+$#),-!./!0#$!1*+0./23)*/-!3)45!'$(.)/!+6$/-+!7898!6$'4$/0!):!./4);$!

on transportation costs. Austin’s transportation expenditure falls within the range of 

comparable cities such as Dallas (22.6), San Diego (22.9), Portland (23.7), Nashville (25.4), 

and Seattle (25). 

Transportation Modes and Travel Time

 !!</!7==>?!@8!6$'4$/0!):!1*+0./A+!B)'5./(!6)6*,%0.)/!-')&$!%,)/$!0)!B)'5!%/-!C=!6$'4$/0!

carpooled. This rate of car usage, however, was less than Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, 

and the state of Texas as a whole. Motorists in Austin who drove alone to work earned 

approximately 1.2 times Austin’s median household income.

 !!D*'./(!0#$!+%;$!E$%'?!F&$!6$'4$/0!):!1*+0./A+!B)'5./(!6)6*,%0.)/!')-$!%!G*+!0)!B)'5?!

one percent bicycled, and 2.3 percent walked. Workers choosing these modes of  

transportation earned approximately 60 percent of Austin’s median household income. 

 !!</!7==>?!0#$!;%H)'.0E!):!1*+0./A+!B)'5$'+!#%-!4);;*0$+!):!8=!;./*0$+!)'!,$++?!($/$'%,,E!

shorter than those in Houston, Dallas, or peer cities such as Seattle or San Diego. 

 !!1!7==I!J'))5./(+!</+0.0*0.)/!+0*-E!:)*/-!0#%0!G$0B$$/!7==7!%/-!7==K!1*+0./!,$-!0#$!

nation’s largest metropolitan areas in reducing the number of vehicle miles traveled. 

During this period, Austin’s vehicle miles traveled per capita decreased more than 12 

percent. In 2006 the city’s vehicle miles traveled per capita (4,974 miles) ranked 77th out 

of 100, which was much less than that of Raleigh (17th) Minneapolis (58th), and Seattle 

(64th). 

Travel Time to Work, 2009

Commute 

Time

Percentage of Workers

Austin Dallas Houston San 

Antonio

State of 

Texas

Raleigh, 

NC

San 

Diego, 

CA

Portland, 

OR

Seattle, 

WA

Minneapolis, 

MN

Less than 30 

minutes

71.8 63.9 61.1 68.9 65.2 74.8 74.0 70.3 63.8 73.2

30-59 minutes 23.8 30.1 31.8 26.8 28.1 21.6 22.5 25.4 30.7 23.1

60 minutes or 

more

4.4 6.1 7.0 4.3 6.7 3.6 3.5 4.3 5.5 3.7

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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Roads/Highways

 !!1*+0./A+!;%H)'!#.(#B%E+!#%&$!+#%6$-!(')B0#!6%00$'/+!./!0#$!4.0E!%/-!0#$!.0+!$L0'%0$'-

'.0)'.%,!H*'.+-.40.)/9!</0$'+0%0$!8M!:%4.,.0%0$-!1*+0./A+!/)'0#2+)*0#!-$&$,)6;$/0!)'.$/0%0.)/!

but also created a physical barrier between east and west Austin. Other freeways and 

arterials that are part of the highway pattern, such as the Loop 1 (Mopac Expressway), 

Loop 360, U.S. 290, U.S. 183, and State Highway 71, led to lower density development 

spreading away from Austin’s urban core.

 !!N,-$'!:'$$B%E+?!./4,*-./(!</0$'+0%0$!8M!%/-!O))6!C?!#%&$!'$%4#$-!0#$.'!4%6%4.0E9

Transit

 !!P%6.0%,!Q$0')!)6$'%0$-!I8!G*+!')*0$+!./!R%,,!7=CC?!./4,*-./(!'$(*,%'?!4);;*0$'S$L6'$++?!

university, and late night buses. Weekday ridership averaged 131,440 boardings.

 !!N6$/$-!./!7=C=?!P%6.0%,!Q$0')A+!Q$0')3%.,!,./$!T0#$!3$-!O./$U!#%+!/./$!+0%0.)/+!%/-!$L-

tends from downtown Austin to the City of Leander. Weekday ridership in Fall 2011 was 

approximately 1,800 boardings. 

Bicycle/Pedestrian

 !!"#$!J.4E4,$!Q%+0$'!V,%/!'$4);;$/-+!>==!;.,$+!):!G.4E4,$!,%/$+!TC8=!;.,$+!4*''$/0,E!$L.+0U!

and 350 miles of multi-use trails (50 miles currently exist). When the plan is fully realized, 

there will be bicycle lanes on 21.3 percent of Austin’s roadways.

 !!W./4$!%-)60./(!0#$!J.4E4,$!Q%+0$'!V,%/!./!7==>?!0#$!J.4E4,$!V')('%;!#%+!./+0%,,$-!)'!

improved 15 bicycle lane-miles per year.

 !!"#$!W.-$B%,5!Q%+0$'!V,%/!./-.4%0$-!0#%0!0#$'$!B$'$!%66')L.;%0$,E!8?M==!,./$%'!;.,$+!):!

roads without sidewalks. About 10 percent of these gaps in the sidewalk network are 

along arterials with the remaining 90 percent along collectors or residential streets.

Recommended Improvements in Existing Plans

 !!!"#$!P%6.0%,!1'$%!Q$0')6),.0%/!V,%//./(!N'(%/.X%0.)/A+!7=8M!3$(.)/%,!"'%/+6)'0%0.)/!

V,%/!'$4);;$/-+!Y89K!G.,,.)/!./!'$(.)/%,,E!:*/-$-!')%-B%E!6')H$40+?!Y79>!G.,,.)/!./!6*G,.4!

0'%/+6)'0%0.)/!6')H$40+?!%/-!YZZZ!;.,,.)/!./!G.4E4,$!%/-!6$-$+0'.%/!6')H$40+9!V')H$40+!%'$!

prioritized based on funding availability.

 !!!V');60$-!GE!0#$!./%G.,.0E!):!0#$!(%+!0%L!0)!6')&.-$!+*:F4.$/0!'$&$/*$!0)!+*66)'0!$L6%/-

sion of the freeway system, recommended highway improvements in Texas center on 

toll roads. In the Austin area, these include the northern Loop 1 extension, State  

Highway 45, State Highway 130, and the U.S. 183A Expressway. 

 !!"#$!O)/$!W0%'!3%.,!D.+0'.40!6')6)+$+!%!'$(.)/%,!4);;*0$'!'%.,!,./$!6%'%,,$,./(!</0$'+0%0$!8M!

between San Antonio and Georgetown. An additional commuter rail line (the Green 

Line) is planned to provide service between downtown Austin and Elgin. In addition, the 

Bicycle parking near E. 5th Street during 

South by Southwest

Shoppers along Congress Avenue in 

Downtown
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City of Austin is exploring the possibility of a rail line serving Central Austin and connect-

ing to other transit systems.

 !!"#$!1*+0./2J$'(+0');!</0$'/%0.)/%,!1.'6)'0!Q%+0$'!V,%/!6')H$40+!6%++$/($'!%40.&.0E!0)!

double from 2007-2026 (8.7 M-17.5M). There are also future plans for a third runway as 

0'%:F4!./4'$%+$+9!

What Does It Mean? – Transportation

 !!"'%/+6)'0%0.)/!./:'%+0'*40*'$!'$+6)/-+!0)!%/-!+#%6$+!(')B0#9!1*+0./A+!+6'%B,./(!

development away from the urban core is partially the result of transportation 

decisions that prioritized highway construction. As a result, the city and region 

has been slow to develop a comprehensive transit system. Limited commuter 

rail and bus service to suburban areas has stressed the area’s highway system, 

due to few transportation options beyond the car.

 !!"#$!%G+$/4$!):!%!+0')/(!0'%/+.0!+E+0$;!;%5$+!.0!;)'$!-.:F4*,0!:)'!1*+0./!0)! 

$/4)*'%($!$:F4.$/0!,%/-!*+$!6%00$'/+9

 !!D$+6.0$!1*+0./.0$+A!,.;.0$-!0'%/+6)'0%0.)/!)60.)/+?!'$+.-$/0+!%/-!B)'5$'+!%'$!,$++!

%*0)2-$6$/-$/0!0#%/!0#)+$!./!)0#$'!;%H)'!"$L%+!4.0.$+9

 !!</!7==M?!%G)*0!@!6$'4$/0!):!#)*+$#),-+!-.-!/)0!#%&$!%44$++!0)!%!;)0)'!&$#.4,$!

and 43 percent had one vehicle available. Transportation choices other than 

an automobile can provide lower-cost options; however, transit route and ser-

vice limitations and gaps in sidewalk and bicycle networks can increase travel 

0.;$+!%/-!'$-*4$!%44$++!0)!H)G+!%/-!+$'&.4$+!0#')*(#)*0!0#$!('$%0$'!1*+0./!

area. In addition, limited transit, pedestrian, and bicycle networks reduce the 

attractiveness of other modes and pose safety risks.

 !!</!0#$!6%+0!-$4%-$?!1*+0./!#%+!B)'5$-!0)!4#%/($!0#$!:)4*+!):!.0+! 

transportation policies twoard its growing transit, bicycle, and sidewalk  

network.

 !!"#$!%&$'%($!#)*+$#),-!./!0#$!1*+0./!'$(.)/!+6$/-+!)/$2[*%'0$'!):!.0+!./4);$!

on transportation, contributing to unaffordability in Austin and the region.

Data sources: 2009 American Commu-

nity Survey; City of Austin Community 

Inventory; Capital Area Metropolitan 

Transportation Organization; Capital 

Metropolitan Transit Authority; Bureau 

of Labor Statistics; Brookings Institution, 

“The Road . . . Less Traveled: An Analysis 

of Vehicle Miles Traveled Trends in the 

U.S.” (2008); CNT Housing and Transpor-

tation Affordability Index (2010). 
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ECONOMY

We have a thriving economy, resilient due to its diversity and entrepreneur-

ial spirit; however, we need to prepare our workforce to adapt to emerging 

employment sectors and technological changes.

Key Facts/Trends

Labor Force

 !!J$0B$$/!C>>=!%/-!7=C=?!1*+0./A+!,%G)'!:)'4$!('$B!GE!;)'$!0#%/!M=!6$'4$/0!\!)'!;)'$!

than double the national rate.

 !!1*+0./A+!*/$;6,)E;$/0!'%0$!B%+!@9Z!6$'4$/0!./!W$60$;G$'!7=CC?!0#$!#.(#$+0!./!0B$/0E!

years. However, this was lower than the Texas rate of 8.5 percent or the US rate of 9.1 

percent.  

 !</!7=C=?!)&$'!@7!6$'4$/0!):!1*+0./A+!6)6*,%0.)/!%($-!CK!%/-!)&$'!B%+!./!0#$!B)'5:)'4$9!

 !!!1;)/(!0#$!B)'5./(!%-*,0!6)6*,%0.)/?!1:'.4%/!1;$'.4%/+!#%-!0#$!#.(#$+0!*/$;6,)E-

ment rate at 13.4 percent.

 !!]/$;6,)E;$/0!B%+!%,+)!'$,%0$-!0)!,$&$,+!):!$-*4%0.)/%,!%00%./;$/0?!B.0#!0#)+$!B.0#!,$++!

than a high school degree or G.E.D. experiencing greater unemployment (13.9 percent) 

than those completing college (4.6 percent).  

 !!"#$!6$'4$/0%($!):!1*+0./A+!B)'5$'+!B.0#!4),,$($!-$('$$+!4)/0./*$+!0)!'.+$!%/-!.+!:%'!

above the rest of the state. 

 !!1,;)+0!7=!6$'4$/0!):!%-*,0+!),-$'!0#%/!7M!#%&$!G$(*/!G*0!/)0!4);6,$0$-!%!4),,$($!

education.

 !!!̂ )*/(!6'):$++.)/%,+!%($-!7M2ZZ!4);6'.+$+!8Z!6$'4$/0!):!1*+0./A+!6)6*,%0.)/9!"#.+!(')*6!

.+!'$4)(/.X$-!%+!%!&.0%,!6%'0!):!0#$!4.0EA+!4'$%0.&$!+$40)'?!B#.4#!./4,*-$+!%'0?!F,;!%/-!

visual media, gaming and digital media, and music, and serves as a strong driver of  

.//)&%0.)/!%/-!%!+.(/.F4%/0!4)/+*;$'!):!*'G%/!%;$/.0.$+9!

 !!!"#$!P%6.0%,!1'$%!Q$0')6),.0%/!V,%//./(!N'(%/.X%0.)/!TP1QVNU!6')H$40+!0#%0!"'%&.+!

P)*/0E!B.,,!#%&$!)&$'!)/$!;.,,.)/!H)G+!GE!7=8M?!;)+0!):!B#.4#!B.,,!G$!,)4%0$-!./!1*+0./9!

Austin’s downtown will still be a regional employment center, but many employers will 

,)4%0$!./!)*0,E./(!%'$%+!%,)/(!;%H)'!#.(#B%E+9

Employers/Business Sectors

 !!!!_')++!-);$+0.4!6')-*40!./!0#$!1*+0./23)*/-!3)45!'$(.)/!('$B!GE!KM!6$'4$/0!G$0B$$/!

7==C!%/-!7=C=!T:');!%G)*0!YM7!0)!YIK!G.,,.)/U9!`&$/!%:0$'!%-H*+0./(!:)'!./a%0.)/?!0#$!1*+0./!

region’s gross domestic product rose by 34 percent during this period.

 !!!J*+./$++!:)';%0.)/!(')B0#!B%+!+0')/(!G$0B$$/!7==C!%/-!7=C=9!"#$!0)0%,!/*;G$'!):!$+-

tablishments in the Austin region grew by 34 percent.

Team members of The Butler Bros, Color-

ing Book Studio, Bret Stiles Design, Shiny 

NGH$40?!J),-!Q*+$?!%/-!-)MC7!#),-./(!

%!4'$%0.&$!,%G!%0!"#$!J*0,$'!J')+!):F4$9!

Creative businesses, such as graphic 

-$+.(/?!-.(.0%,!;$-.%?!F,;?!%/-!(%;./(!

are important contributors to Austin’s 

economy. Photograph taken by: Travis 

Wurges.
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 !!!"#$!,%'($+0!$;6,)E$'+!./!0#$!('$%0$'!1*+0./!%'$%!./!7==>!./4,*-$!()&$'/;$/0?!*/.&$'+.0.$+?!

technology, warehouse and distribution, and health care. 

 !!W./4$!7===?!1*+0./!#%+!$L6$'.$/4$-!+.(/.F4%/0!./4'$%+$+!./!;*,0.6,$!H)G!+$40)'+b!#$%,0#!

care; professional and management; and arts, entertainment, and food. During the 

+%;$!6$'.)-?!0#$!/*;G$'!):!;%/*:%40*'./(!H)G+!-$4'$%+$-!GE!)&$'!F&$!6$'4$/09

 !"#$!W0%0$!):!"$L%+!:%4$+!%!4'.0.4%,!+#)'0%($!):!#$%,0#!4%'$!6'):$++.)/%,+9

 !!"#$!1*+0./!'$(.)/!.+!4)/+.+0$/0,E!'$(%'-$-!%+!)/$!):!0#$!0)6!'$(.)/+!./!0#$!/%0.)/!:)'!+;%,,!

business. Small businesses grew by 1.5 percent between 2007 and 2008 (the most recent 

period for which statistics are available), at a much higher rate than any other region 

(no other region had a growth rate higher than 0.6 percent).

 !!1*+0./A+!0'%-.0.)/%,!#.(#20$4#!G%+$!.+!G$./(!:)'4$-!0)!;)&$!./0)!)0#$'!+$40)'+9! 

As “offshoring” continues to affect the manufacturing and electronics base, the city is 

refocusing on other high-tech industries such as medical and life sciences; clean energy, 

which includes sustainable design and building, smart grid technologies, solar energy; 

4'$%0.&$!./-*+0'.$+!+*4#!%+!(%;./(?!-.(.0%,!;$-.%?!F,;?!6)+026')-*40.)/c!-%0%!4$/0$'+c!

and professional services and corporate headquarters.

 !!"#$!4,$%/!$/$'(E!+$40)'!6'$+$/0+!%!5$E!(')B0#!%/-!H)G!4'$%0.)/!)66)'0*/.0E9!"#$!4.0E!

has emerged as a center for clean energy technologies, with a supportive local utility 

and forward-thinking public policies focused on sustainability.

 !!"#$!;%H)'.0E!):!$;6,)E;$/0!(')B0#!B.0#./!1*+0./!)&$'!0#$!/$L0!0B$/0E!E$%'+!.+!6')H$40$-!

to occur in the eastern part of the city (extending out to State Highway 130).

Selected Major Employers

Employing 6,000 or more Employing 2,000-5,999 Employing 1,000-1,999

Austin School District Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) 3M

City of Austin Texas State University-San Marcos ACS State Healthcare

Federal Government National Instruments Lower Colorado River Authority

IBM Austin Community College Austin American-Statesman

Dell Travis County Capital Metro Transportation Authority

State of Texas AT&T Emerson Process Management

University of Texas at Austin Applied Materials Harte-Hanks Response Management

Seton Healthcare Family Freescale Semiconductor Hospira

St. David’s Healthcare Partnership Girling Healthcare

Round Rock School District Cisco Systems

Apple

Source: City of Austin, Community Inventory

The University of Texas at Austin, along 

with the City of Austin, State of Texas, 

AISD, and other government agencies 

and educational institutions are some of 

the largest employers in Austin.
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Wages

 !!1&$'%($!+%,%'.$+!:)'!1*+0./!B)'5$'+!./-.4%0$!0#$!$L.+0$/4$!):!#.(#2B%($!./-*+0'.$+!./!0#$!

city. However, Austin’s wages do not compete with those of east and west coast metro-

politan areas.

 !!</!"'%&.+!P)*/0E?!%!#)*+$#),-!B.0#!)/$!%-*,0!%/-!)/$!4#.,-!;*+0!$%'/!%/!#)*',E!'%0$!):!

about $17.00 in order to pay typical monthly household expenses. Typical hourly wages 

in food preparation, personal care, farming, construction, production, and transporta-

tion and shipping are below this wage. 

Commercial Real Estate Market

 !!"#$!1*+0./!'$(.)/!%--$-!)&$'!C7!;.,,.)/!+[*%'$!:$$0!):!0)0%,!):F4$!+6%4$!G$0B$$/!7==7!

%/-!0#$!0#.'-![*%'0$'!):!7=CC9!"#$!4)/+0'*40.)/!):!/$B!):F4$!+6%4$!+,)B$-!+.(/.F4%/0,E!

in 2009; however, the third quarter of 2011 saw an uptick, with the net absorption of over 

KZZ?===!+[*%'$!:$$0!):!):F4$!+6%4$9!d%4%/4E!'%0$+!'$;%./!#.(#?!6%'0.4*,%',E!./!+*G*'G%/!

):F4$!+6%4$9!</!0#$!0#.'-![*%'0$'!):!7=CC?!):F4$!+6%4$!./!0#$!P$/0'%,!J*+./$++!D.+0'.40!#%-!

%!C89@!6$'4$/0!&%4%/4E!'%0$!%/-!+*G*'G%/!):F4$!+6%4$!#%-!%!CK9M!6$'4$/0!&%4%/4E!

rate. For the entire Austin region, vacancy rates in the third quarter of 2011 for Class A 

):F4$!+6%4$!B$'$!CI9K!6$'4$/0!%/-!&%4%/4E!'%0$+!:)'!P,%++!J!):F4$!+6%4$!B$'$!C79@!

percent.

 !!1*+0./A+!6$'4$/0%($!):!0#$!'$(.)/A+!):F4$!+6%4$!#%+!-')66$-!%+!;)'$!+*G*'G%/!+6%4$+!

have been constructed. 

 !!Q)+0!):!1*+0./A+!'$0%.,!(')B0#!+./4$!C>K=!#%+!)44*''$-!)*0+.-$!):!0#$!P$/0'%,!J*+./$++!

District, but more has been leased in Central Business District since 2005 than in the last 

40 years.

 !!1*+0./A+!+#%'$!):!'$(.)/%,!'$0%.,!+%,$+!#%+!G$$/!-$4,././(!)&$'!0#$!6%+0!-$4%-$9!</!

7==7?!K8!6$'4$/0!):!%,,!'$0%.,!+%,$+!)44*''$-!./!0#$!4.0Ec!#)B$&$'?!GE!7=C=?!0#.+!F(*'$!#%-!

dropped to 54 percent.

Natural Resources, Mining & Construction

Manufacturing

Trade, Transportation & Utilities

Information

Financial Activities

Professional & Business Services

Education & Health Services

Leisure & Hospitality

Government

Other Services

4% 5%

18%

2%

6%

14%
12%

11%

22%

6%

Employment By Industry In Austin MSA, 2010
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What Does It Mean? – Economy

 !!!W*G*'G%/!4);;$'4.%,!%/-!):F4$!-$&$,)6;$/0!.+!-.;./.+#./(!1*+0./A+!6)+.0.)/!

as the regional economic leader.

 !!!"#$!()&$'/;$/0?!0$4#/),)(E?!;$-.4%,?!%/-!./+0.0*0.)/%,!+$40)'+!:)';!0#$!G%+$!

of Austin’s economy.

 !!!1*+0./A+!#.(#,E2$-*4%0$-!B)'5:)'4$!;%5$+!0#$!4.0E!%00'%40.&$!0)!#.(#2(')B0#!

companies seeking to relocate or establish operations in the greater Austin 

area. 

 !!!1*+0./A+!$4)/);E!4)/0./*$+!0)!6')-*4$!6'):$++.)/%,!%/-!+5.,,$-!+$'&.4$!H)G+9!

e)B$&$'?!%44$++!0)!0#$+$!H)G+!.+!,.;.0$-!:)'!;%/E!;./)'.0.$+!%/-!./-.&.-*%,+!B.0#!

lower educational attainment.

 !!!1*+0./A+!4'$%0.&$!+$40)'!.+!5$E!0)!)*'!4)/0./*$-!$4)/);.4!(')B0#9

 !!"#$'$!%'$!;%/E!:%40)'+!0#%0!;%5$!1*+0./!%/!.-$%,!$/&.')/;$/0!:)'!+;%,,!G*+.-

ness growth: high amounts of venture capital funding, a well-educated and 

young population, a creative/independent spirit that strongly favors originality 

and local businesses versus national big-box retail stores.

 !!!1*+0./A+!,)B$'!B%($+!T'$,%0.&$!0)!)0#$'!;%H)'!]9W9!4.0.$+U!4'$%0$+!%/! 

impediment to attracting talented workers who perceive that they can  

secure better pay elsewhere.

 !!̀ /0'$6'$/$*'+#.6!%/-!0#$!%G.,.0E!):!$L.+0./(!G*+./$++$+!0)!%-%60!0)!/$B! 

technologies will continue to drive Austin’s economy. 

 !!</&$+0;$/0!.+!/$$-$-!./!B)'5:)'4$!-$&$,)6;$/0!6')('%;+!0#%0!%--'$++!+#)'0-

ages in critical healthcare professions and blue-collar workers.

Data sources: Real Estate Center at 

Texas A&M University, City of Austin 

Community Inventory, Capital Area 

Metropolitan Planning Organization, 

Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce, 

2009 American Community Survey;  

"#$!O.&./(!f%($!V')H$409!J*'$%*!):!

Economic Analysis; Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics; CoStar Group; Business Journals.
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES

We are rich in natural resources, but the effects of development and climate 

change put them at risk.

Key Facts/Trends

Biodiversity

 !!!1*+0./!,.$+!%0!0#$!G)*/-%'E!):!:)*'!6#E+.4%,!($)('%6#.4!'$(.)/+b!0#$!`-B%'-+!V,%0$%*!

(“Hill Country”); the Rolling Prairie; the Blackland Prairie; and the Colorado River  

"$''%4$+9!"#$!4.0E!4)/0%./+!%!&%'.$0E!):!0$''%./+?!+).,+?!#%G.0%0+?!a)'%?!%/-!:%*/%!-*$! 

to its location within numerous transition zones.

 !!!"#$!'$(.)/!#%+!-.&$'+$!6,%/0!%/-!%/.;%,!#%G.0%0+!0#%0!0'%/+.0.)/!:');!$%+0!0)!B$+09! 

The karst landscapes of the Balcones Escarpment and Edwards Plateau are home to 

many unique, endangered species of birds, salamanders, and invertebrates, some of 

which are listed as endangered under federal law. Austin is also located beneath the 

Central Flyway for North American bird migration.

Water Resources

 !!1*+0./!.+!5/)B/!:)'!.0+!4'$$5+?!'.&$'+?!,%5$+?!%/-!+6'./(+!%/-!./4,*-$+!+*4#!,%/-;%'5+!%+!

Barton Creek, Barton Springs, Bull Creek, Lady Bird Lake, Lake Austin, and the Colorado 

3.&$'9!"#$!%'$%!4)&$'$-!GE!0#$!4);6'$#$/+.&$!6,%/?!1*+0./!%/-!.0+!$L0'%0$''.0)'.%,!H*'.+-.4-

tion, is situated in 76 watersheds within the Colorado River basin, the Brazos River basin, 

and the Guadalupe River basin. This area encompasses 396,395 acres out of the 983,001 

total acres of the 76 area watersheds. 

 !!!"#$!P),)'%-)!3.&$'!6')&.-$+!0#$!&%+0!;%H)'.0E!):!1*+0./A+!B%0$'!+*66,E9!"#$!4.0E!#%+!4)/-

0'%40+!:)'!%!gF';h!+*66,E!):!'%B!B%0$'?!)'!B%0$'!0#%0!#%+!/)0!G$$/!0'$%0$-!%/-!6*'.F$-?! 

available even during dry periods or drought to meet demand at least through 2050.

 !!!"#$!`-B%'-+!1[*.:$'?!)/$!):!0#$!;)+0!.;6)'0%/0!%/-!+$/+.0.&$!%[*.:$'+!./!"$L%+?!:$$-+!

a number of springs in Austin, including Barton Springs and its pool. Portions of its 

500-square mile recharge zone extend on a north-south axis through the western part  

of the city and underlie approximately 42 percent of the city’s land area. However, only 

28% of the Barton Springs Zone is within Austin’s planning area.

 !!!1*+0./!#%+!%!-$4%-$+2,)/(!#.+0)'E!):!'$(*,%0.)/+!0)!6')0$40!.0+!B%0$'!+*66,E9!P*''$/0!'$(*-

lation includes the Drinking Water Protection Zones ordinance (approved in 1997) for 

watersheds that drain to Lake Travis, Lake Austin, and Barton Springs. Nearly 37 percent 

of the city’s land area is included in one of the three drinking water protection zones. 

 !!!P$/0'%,!"$L%+!.+!):0$/!4%,,$-!gR,%+#!R,))-!1,,$Eh!G$4%*+$!):!.0+!./0$/+$!+0)';+!%/-!#.,,E!0)-

pography with numerous creeks and wet-weather streams. During almost every decade 

)&$'!0#$!6%+0!C==!E$%'+!0#$!4.0E!#%+!$L6$'.$/4$-!+.(/.F4%/0!a))-!$&$/0+9

 !!J$0B$$/!C>>@!%/-!7==K?!0#$!%;)*/0!):!.;6$'&.)*+!+*':%4$!4)&$'!./!1*+0./!%/-!.0+!$L0'%!

0$''.0)'.%,!H*'.+-.40.)/!')+$!:');!CC!6$'4$/0!0)!CZ!6$'4$/0!):!0)0%,!,%/-!%'$%9

Creek erosion threatens nearby houses.

Cherry Creek erosion threatens nearby 

houses.

"#$!P$/0'%,!P#$''E!P'$$5!f.,-a)B$'!

Preserve was created after the City of 

Austin created a subdivision prone to 

a))-./(9
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Figure 2.6 Geographic Regions in Austin 

The City of Austin is located in Central Texas in an area that extends over three physical geographic regions: the Edwards 

Plateau, Texas Blackland Prairie, and the East Central Texas Plains. Colorado River Floodplains and Low Terraces cut through 

G)0#!J,%45,%/-!V'%.'.$!%/-!P$/0'%,!"$L%+!V,%./+!'$(.)/+9!"#$!J%,4)/$+!`+4%'6;$/0?!%!+.(/.F4%/0!($),)(.4%,!:$%0*'$?!6')&.-$+!

%!6#E+.4%,!0'%/+.0.)/!X)/$!/)0%G,$!:)'!.0+!-.&$'+.0E!./!0$''%./?!+).,+?!#%G.0%0+?!6,%/0+?!%/-!%/.;%,+9!"#$!P),)'%-)!3.&$'?!%!;%H)'!

source of drinking water, dissects the City into north and south areas.
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 !!!<;6$'&.)*+!+*':%4$+!%'$!&$'E!'$+0'.40$-!./!0#$!D'./5./(!f%0$'!V')0$40.)/!i)/$9!D$&$,)6-

ment in the Barton Springs portion of the Drinking Water Protection Zone is limited to 

15-25 percent surface coverage, and impervious surfaces are limited to 20 percent in 

0#$!f%0$'!W*66,E!3*'%,!B%0$'+#$-9!e)B$&$'?!0#$'$!%'$!%!:$B!'$;%././(!+.(/.F4%/0!0'%40+!

that are “grandfathered” from these requirements. In addition, regulations differ in 

Austin’s Urban and Suburban watershed zone areas (i.e., impervious surface coverage is 

regulated by zoning districts in the urban watersheds zone and ranges from 45 percent 

to 90 percent in the suburban watersheds). 

 !!!P,.;%0$!+4.$/0.+0+!6'$-.40!0#%0!0#$!P$/0'%,!"$L%+!'$(.)/!4)*,-!G$4);$!B%';$'!%/-! 

drier.

Air Quality

 !!P$/0'%,!"$L%+!.+!./!4);6,.%/4$!B.0#!%,,!:$-$'%,!%.'![*%,.0E!+0%/-%'-+9!e)B$&$'?!0#$!'$(.)/!

is in danger of exceeding ground-level ozone due to stricter federal standards.  

Air quality programs in Austin have primarily focused on the reduction of ozone levels.

 !!_')*/-2,$&$,!)X)/$!.+!P$/0'%,!"$L%+A!6'.;%'E!%.'![*%,.0E!4)/4$'/9!V))'!%.'![*%,.0E!%::$40+!

our most vulnerable citizens, including children and the elderly,by irritating the respira-

tory system, reducing lung function, and aggravating asthma. 

 !!d$#.4,$!$/(./$+?!$,$40'.4!($/$'%0.)/!*/.0+?!./-*+0'.%,!:%4.,.0.$+!%/-!;%/E!$&$'E-%E!%40.&.-

ties create man-made sources of nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds, 

which form ozone when exposed to sunlight. In 2007, most (55 percent) nitrogen oxides 

result from mobile sources, like cars, trucks, construction equipment, and lawn mowers. 

Q)+0!T@I!6$'4$/0U!&),%0.,$!)'(%/.4!4);6)*/-+!'$+*,0$-!:');!FL$-!%'$%!+)*'4$+?!+*4#!

%+!./-*+0'E?!#);$!#$%0./(?!)'!:)'$+0!F'$+9!P$/0'%,!"$L%+!.+!4*''$/0,E!./!4);6,.%/4$!B.0#!

federal air quality standards for ozone, though these standards may be revised in 2013. 

Climate Change and Greenhouse Gas Emissions

 !!</!7=C=?!0#$!$/0.'$!4);;*/.0E!B.0#./!"'%&.+!P)*/0E!T./4,*-./(!'$+.-$/0+?!G*+./$++$+?!%/-!

the governments) were responsible for emissions equivalent to 14.9 million tons of 

carbon dioxide (the standard measure for greenhouse gas emissions). Just over half of 

these emissions resulted from energy use; another third were the result of transportation; 

the rest resulted from waste and wastewater treatment. Per person, this was lower than 

the average Texan (equivalent to 15 tons of carbon dioxide for Travis County, versus 25 

tons for Texans overall) and the average U.S. citizen (19 tons).

 !!</!7==@?!0#$!P.0E!):!1*+0./!6%++$-!0#$!1*+0./!P,.;%0$!V')0$40.)/!V,%/!'$+),*0.)/9!W./4$!

then, Austin has reduced electricity output by the equivalent of 26,100 homes per year, 

committed to powering all City municipal operations and buildings with 100 percent 

Greenchoice power, organized and begun implementing Climate Action plans and 

teams across all City departments, and continued to focus on collaboration, education, 

mitigation, and innovation. 

Rainwater harvesting at the LCRA Red 

Bud facility on Lake Austin Boulevard.

W#)%,!P'$$5!a))-+!.0+!G%/5+!./!C>IC9

Water harvesting at the Twin Oaks 

Library in the Bouldin neighborhood.
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 !!V)0$/0.%,!.;6%40+!):!4,.;%0$!4#%/($!./!P$/0'%,!"$L%+!./4,*-$!./4'$%+$-!-')*(#0!%/-!

severe weather events, elevated temperatures, more heat waves, and worsening air 

pollution.

 !!3$(.)/%,!4))6$'%0.)/!.+!/$$-$-!0)!;)'$!4);6,$0$,E!.;6,$;$/0!4,.;%0$!4#%/($! 

solutions.

Open Space, Green Infrastructure, and Agriculture

 !!f#.,$!;*4#!):!0#$!6,%//./(!%'$%!.+!*'G%/.X$-?!+);$!):!P$/0'%,!"$L%+A!;)+0!:$'0.,$!+).,+!

are located throughout the Blackland Prairie and Colorado River Terrace regions. 

 !!</!7=CC?!B.0#./!1*+0./!%/-!.0+!$L0'%0$''.0)'.%,!H*'.+-.40.)/?!88!+;%,,2!%/-!;$-.*;2+.X$!:%';+!

selling in the Austin region cultivated over 87 acres of land.  

 !!O)4%,!:%';./(!$/#%/4$+!+*+0%./%G.,.0E!GE!./4'$%+./(!)*'!,)4%,!:))-!+*66,E?!%--'$++./(!

the challenge of food deserts in certain areas of the city, and contributing to the local 

$4)/);E9!D$+6.0$!0#$+$!G$/$F0+?!0#$!%;)*/0!):!:%';,%/-!./!"'%&.+!P)*/0E!-$4'$%+$-!

by 12 percent from 2002-2007, a loss that is likely attributable to both urbanization and 

farmland being taken out of production.

 !!1*+0./A+!*'G%/!:)'$+0j.0+!0'$$!4%/)6Ej.+!&.0%,!0)!B%0$'!%/-!%.'![*%,.0E!%/-!#$,6+! 

mitigate the urban heat island effect. In 2006, Austin’s tree canopy cover was  

estimated at 30 percent of its total land area. Areas with the highest coverage  

were found in the western part of the city near Barton Creek and Lake Austin.

 !!"#$!P.0E!):!1*+0./!.+!$/(%($-!./!+$&$'%,!6')('%;+!0)!6'$+$'&$!+$/+.0.&$!,%/-+!%/-!./!

1998 began purchasing land for water quality protection. Austin Water Utility manages 

about 47,000 acres through the Wildland Conservation Division’s Balcones Canyonlands 

Preserve Program and Water Quality Protection Lands Programs. Management of the 

wildlands toward a thriving ecosystem contributes to good water quality and quantity in 

our creeks, streams, and underlying aquifers.

What Does It Mean? – Environmental Resources

 !!f%0$'!+*66,E!%/-![*%,.0E!B.,,!G$!0B)!):!0#$!;)+0!4'.0.4%,!.++*$+!:%4./(!1*+0./!%+!

it adds population.

 !!"#$!P.0E!):!1*+0./!4)/0'),+!%!,%'($!6)'0.)/!):!0#$!,%/-!B.0#./!%'$%!B%0$'+#$-+?!

which gives it some control over development within these sensitive areas.

 !!"#$!./4'$%+$-!,.5$,.#))-!):!:*0*'$!-')*(#0!%/-!+0')/(!+0)';+!%--+!0)!0#$! 

vulnerability of the region’s arid climate and reliance on rainwater to recharge 

0#$!%[*.:$'!%/-!0)!'$F,,!0#$!e.(#,%/-!O%5$+!'$+$'&).'+9!e.(#$'!0$;6$'%0*'$+!;%E!

result in an increase in energy use to cool homes and businesses, resulting in 

more air pollution. Health risks and their related costs could also be associated 

with these potential impacts.

Data source: City of Austin  

Community Inventory, USDA Census of 

Agriculture

Beautiful tree canopy in the Cherry-

wood neighborhood.

Development over the Edwards Aquifer.
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CITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES

We have invested in high-quality facilities and services throughout the city; 

however new development and a changing population are placing  

pressures on service delivery.

Key Facts/Trends

Public Safety and Emergency Services

 !!"#$!1*+0./!V),.4$!D$6%'0;$/0!#%+!)&$'!C?KK>!+B)'/!):F4$'+?!KCI!4.&.,.%/!6)+.0.)/+?!%/-!

%!R.+4%,!^$%'!7=C=!)6$'%0./(!G*-($0!):!Y7M=!;.,,.)/9!"#$!P.0EA+!:*,,!6*'6)+$!H*'.+-.40.)/!.+!

divided into four regions and further subdivided into nine sectors. 

 !!"#$!-$6%'0;$/0A+!4);;*/.0E2G%+$-!%66')%4#!0)!,%B!$/:)'4$;$/0!6*0+!0#$!'$+6)/+.-

bility for local policing in the hands of region commanders, with centralized functions 

providing support for operations and investigations.

 !!"#$!%&$'%($!'$+6)/+$!0.;$!0)!#.(#26'.)'.0E!4%,,+!./!7=C=!B%+!H*+0!*/-$'!+$&$/!;./*0$+9!

 !!</!7=C=?!1*+0./!#%-!)/$!):!0#$!,)B$+0!&.),$/0!4'.;$!'%0$+!):!%,,!]9W9!4.0.$+!B.0#!6)6*,%0.)/+!

exceeding 500,000.

 !!"#$!1*+0./!R.'$!D$6%'0;$/0!#%+!)&$'!C?===!F'$F(#0$'!%/-!K@!4.&.,.%/!6)+.0.)/+!)6$'%0./(!

:');!ZZ!F'$!+0%0.)/+!0#')*(#)*0!0#$!4.0E!%/-!%0!0#$!1*+0./2J$'(+0');!</0$'/%0.)/%,!1.'6)'09

 !!"#$!1*+0./2"'%&.+!P)*/0E!`;$'($/4E!Q$-.4%,!W$'&.4$+!+$'&$+!0#$!$/0.'$!4)*/0E!%/-!.+!

H)./0,E!:*/-$-!GE!0#$!P.0E!):!1*+0./!%/-!"'%&.+!P)*/0E9!<0!)6$'%0$+!*/-$'!%!g0#.'-!+$'&.4$h!

6*G,.4!+%:$0E!;)-$,?!+$6%'%0$!:');!6),.4$!%/-!F'$9

 !!"#.'0E!6%'%;$-.4!+0%0.)/+!B.0#!%,;)+0!Z==!+0%0$2,.4$/+$-!6%'%;$-.4+!%'$!,)4%0$-!

throughout Austin and Travis County.

Parks and Preserves

 !!1*+0./!#%+!)&$'!8M?===!%4'$+!):!B%0$'!'$4'$%0.)/!%'$%+?!6%'5+!%/-!6'$+$'&$+!%/-! 

exceeds national guidelines for acres of parkland per person.

 !!1*+0./A+!6%'5!%'$%!#%+!-)*G,$-!./!+.X$!)&$'!0#$!6%+0!0B)!-$4%-$+?!G*0!:*/-./(!%/-!

maintenance has not kept pace with growth. The Parks and Recreation Department’s 

operations and maintenance budget is $20 per capita which is lower than the national 

average of $91 per capita.

 !!1*+0./!#%+!;)'$!0#%/!CCM!;.,$+!):!0'%.,+?!):!B#.4#!@Z!;.,$+!%'$!#.5$2%/-2G.5$!0'%.,+9

 !1/!%--.0.)/%,!7K!6%'5+!%/-!6'$+$'&$+!%'$!;%/%($-!GE!"'%&.+!P)*/0E9

 !!"#$!J%,4)/$+!P%/E)/,%/-!V'$+$'&$!.+!%!8=?Z7I2%4'$!+E+0$;!):!$/-%/($'$-!+6$4.$+!#%G.-

tat owned and managed by Travis County, the City of Austin, The Nature Conservancy, 

the Lower Colorado River Authority, and Travis Audubon Society. 

Fire Truck # 13

City of Austin Park

1*+0./.0$+!$/H)E!%!+*//E!W6'./(!-%E!)/!

the hike and bike trail along Lady Bird 

Lake.
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Parks and Recreation Facilities in Austin (2011)

Type of Facility Number Type of Facility Number

District park 13 Greenway 29

Neighborhood park 74 Golf course 6

Pocket park 19 Senior activity center 3

School park 22 Tennis center 4

Metropolitan park 12 Tennis Courts 108

Nature preserve 13 Special park 28

Swimming Pools 47 Athletic Fields 172

Recreation Centers 20 Playscapes 90

Senior Activity Centers 3 Senior Activity Centers 3

Garden Center 1 Nature and Science Center 1

Rental Facilities 2 Art Centers 2

Museums 5 Amphitheaters 6

Hike and Bike Trails 74+ miles Beach-front Facilities 2

TOTAL FACILITIES 685

 !!"#$'$!.+!%!/$$-!:)'!;)'$!./F,,!6%'5,%/-!B.0#./!B%,5./(!-.+0%/4$!):!#);$+!./!;%/E!$+0%G-

lished neighborhoods, particularly in far south, north-central, northeast, and southeast 

Austin, and a variety of parkland types, including neighborhood parks and wildlife habi-

tat in the southwestern, northern, northeastern, and northwestern parts of the city and 

$L0'%0$''.0)'.%,!H*'.+-.40.)/9!

Library System

 !!"#$!1*+0./!V*G,.4!O.G'%'E!WE+0$;!#%+!7=!G'%/4#!,.G'%'.$+?!0#$!k)#/!e$/'E!R%*,5!P$/0'%,!

Library, and the Austin History Center. In 2006, voters approved bonds for a new 250,000 

square foot central library that is scheduled to open in 2014.

 !!N&$'!89K!;.,,.)/!&.+.0)'+!*+$-!0#$!,.G'%'E!+E+0$;!./!R.+4%,!^$%'!7==>27=C=?!./4,*-./(!;)'$!

than 700,000 computer login users.

 !!"#$!,.G'%'E!+E+0$;!#%+!;)'$!0#%/!C98!;.,,.)/!G))5+?!%*-.)G))5+?!OV+?!DdD+?!PD+?!$2G))5+?!

and graphic novels. In Fiscal Year 2010, the Library Department checked out more than 

four million items.

Potable Water and Drainage

 !!"#$!1*+0./!f%0$'!]0.,.0E!-.'$40,E!6')&.-$+!0'$%0$-!B%0$'!0)!%66')L.;%0$,E!IM=?===!6$)6,$?!

with wholesale water sales to another 45,000, for a total service population of  

approximately 895,000. 

 !!!1*+0./!f%0$'!)B/+!%/-!)6$'%0$+!0B)!B%0$'!0'$%0;$/0!6,%/0+?!B#.4#!-'%B!:');!O%5$! 

Austin with a combined treatment capacity of 285 million gallons per day; 46 pump 

stations; 38 treated water storage reservoirs; 3,651 miles of water main lines; and 25,300 

6*G,.4!F'$!#E-'%/0+9
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 !!!1!/$B!B%0$'!0'$%0;$/0!6,%/0!%/-!0'%/+;.++.)/!;%./!6')H$40!.+!*/-$'!4)/+0'*40.)/9!"#.+!

plant will draw its supply from Lake Travis.

 !!1*+0./A+!7=CC!F&$2E$%'!%&$'%($!B%0$'!*+$!.+!CK8!(%,,)/+!6$'!4%6.0%!6$'!-%E9!P.0E!P)*/4.,!

has set a goal of 140 gallons per capita per day or less by 2020 through water  

conservation.

 !!"#$!P.0EA+!0)6!B%0$'!4)/+$'&%0.)/!6'.)'.0.$+?!./!)'-$'!):!0$/2E$%'!$+0.;%0$-!+%&./(+?!./-

clude: water restrictions (6.16 million gallons per day), reclaimed water use (5.95 million 

gallons per day), utility water rates structuring (5.0 million gallons per day), and reducing 

water losses (4.8 million gallons per day).

 !!"#$!f%0$'+#$-!V')0$40.)/!D$6%'0;$/0!.+!0#$!*0.,.0E!:)'!0#$!)6$'%0.)/!%/-!;%./0$/%/4$!

of the municipal stormwater conveyance system for the city, which includes both  

natural (creeks, lakes, Colorado River) and manmade components (over 900 miles of 

storm drain pipes).

Source: The Trust for Public Land
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Wastewater

 !!!"#$!1*+0./!f%0$'!]0.,.0E!;%/%($+!%66')L.;%0$,E!C>M?===!B%+0$B%0$'!+$'&.4$! 

connections, which in 2008 represented service to about 830,000 people.

 !!!1*+0./!f%0$'!)B/+!%/-!)6$'%0$+!0B)!4$/0'%,!B%+0$B%0$'!0'$%0;$/0!6,%/0+b!0#$!W)*0#!

Austin Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant and the Walnut Creek Wastewater Treat-

ment Plant. These two plants have a combined treatment capacity of 150 million gallons  

per day.

 !!!</!%!0E6.4%,!E$%'?!0#'$$!6$'4$/0!):!0#$!B%+0$B%0$'!'$4$.&$-!%0!0#$!4.0EA+!B%+0$B%0$'!

treatment plants is treated and reused for non-potable uses. During 2009, Austin Water 

Utility reclaimed and used almost 2 billion gallons of treated wastewater from its two 

central wastewater treatment plants and three smaller satellite treatment plants.

 !!!"#$!1*+0./!P,$%/!f%0$'!V')('%;!B%+!4);6,$0$-!./!16'.,!7==>!%/-!'$-*4$-!+$B$'!)&$'-

a)B+!:');!C8!;.,,.)/!(%,,)/+!./!7==7!0)!,$++!0#%/!8=C?I==!(%,,)/+!./!7==I?!%/-!'$;)&$-!7=!

miles of sewer lines from creek beds.

Solid Waste

 !!1*+0./!3$+)*'4$!3$4)&$'E!.+!'$+6)/+.G,$!:)'!4.0E2B.-$!,.00$'!%G%0$;$/0!%/-!4),,$40.)/!):!

discarded materials from approximately 164,000 residential customers, 235,000  

anti-litter customers, and 2,600 commercial customers. Most multi-family residences, busi-

ness, and institutions must contract with private haulers to collect and process discarded 

materials.

 !!!1*+0./A+!'$+.-$/0.%,!%/-!B)'5:)'4$!6)6*,%0.)/+!-.+4%'-!%G)*0!C9Z!0)!C9M!;.,,.)/!0)/+!):!

;%0$'.%,+!6$'!E$%'9!"#$+$!-.+4%'-$-!;%0$'.%,+!%'$!$.0#$'!-.+6)+$-!):!%0!,%/-F,,+!T%G)*0!

)/$!;.,,.)/!0)/+U!)'!%'$!-.&$'0$-!:');!0#$!,%/-F,,+!:)'!'$*+$!)'!'$4E4,./(9!1*+0./!3$+)*'4$!

Recovery’s customers contribute approximately 25% of these materials each year.

 !!"#$!P.0E!):!1*+0./!4,)+$-!.0+!,%/-F,,!%/-!.+!/)B!6%'0!):!%!'$(.)/%,!+E+0$;!):!:)*'!;*/.4.6%,!

+),.-!B%+0$!,%/-F,,+?!0B)!4)/+0'*40.)/!%/-!-$;),.0.)/!-$G'.+!,%/-F,,+?!%/-!F:0$$/!0'%/+:$'!

and citizen collection stations.

 !!1*+0./!)::$'+!4*'G+.-$!'$4E4,./(!$&$'E!0B)!B$$5+!0)!.0+!4*+0);$'+9!l$%',E!@=!6$'4$/0!):!

Austin residents living in single-family dwellings participate in curbside recycling. 

 !!"#$!6'.;%'E!+)*'4$+!):!'$4E4,%G,$!%/-!)'(%/.4!'$+)*'4$+!%'$!4*'G+.-$!'$4E4,./(!TZK!

percent), collection of yard trimmings and brush (38 percent), and private users of the 

Austin’s materials recovery facility (17 percent). Compostable organics comprise over 

half of the total material discarded. It is estimated that the value of the materials cur-

'$/0,E!+$/0!0)!0#$!,%/-F,,!%/-!,)+0!0)!0#$!,)4%,!$4)/);E!.+!)&$'!YZ=!;.,,.)/!%//*%,,E9

Austin Resource Recovery.

Austin Resource Recovery.

Austin Resource Recovery.
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Energy

 !!1*+0./!`/$'(E!+$'&$+!8II?===!4*+0);$'+!%/-!%!6)6*,%0.)/!):!;)'$!0#%/!>==?===?! 

including several communities outside of Austin’s city limits. Austin Energy’s 200 largest 

commercial and industrial customers provide about 34 percent of all revenues. Austin 

Energy also serves four municipal street and highway programs (powering street and 

0'%:F4!,.(#0+?!:)'!$L%;6,$U!%+!B$,,!%+!;)'$!0#%/!C?M==!()&$'/;$/0+!%/-!%($/4.$+!T./-

cluding the City of Austin, State of Texas, Travis County, and the Lower Colorado River 

Authority).

Electricity customers by class

Customer Class

Number of  

Customers Consumption (kWh)

Residential 345,197 3,908,318,000

Commercial 41,825 4,350,912,000

Industrial 75 1,930,289,000

Street/highway 4 47,230,000

Other government 1,519 1,088,320,000

 !!1+!):!W$60$;G$'!7==I?!1*+0./!`/$'(E!#%-!%66')L.;%0$,E!7?@K=!;$(%B%00+!):!($/$'%0.)/!

capacity, including facilities owned or co-owned and power purchased under con-

tract. Purchased power resources include an additional 300 MW of summer-only power 

purchases through summer 2010. Austin Energy receives base load generation from the 

W)*0#!"$L%+!V')H$40!T/*4,$%'U!%/-!0#$!R%E$00$!V)B$'!V')H$40!T4)%,U9!1*+0./!`/$'(E!)B/+!

0B)!/%0*'%,!(%+2F'$-!($/$'%0.)/!:%4.,.0.$+j0#$!D$45$'!P'$$5!V)B$'!W0%0.)/!%/-!0#$!

Sand Hill Energy Center—both located in Austin. 

 !!1*+0./!`/$'(E!#%+!4)/0'%40+!:)'!0#$!%//*%,!$/$'(E!6')-*4$-!GE!Z8>!Qf!):!B./-!0*'G./$+!

,)4%0$-!./!f$+0!"$L%+9!"#$!*0.,.0E!%,+)!'$4$.&$+!C7!Qf!):!)*06*0!:');!0B)!,%/-F,,!;$0#-

%/$!(%+!6')H$40+?!)/$!,)4%0$-!/$%'!1*+0./!%/-!0#$!)0#$'!./!W%/!1/0)/.)9!

 !!R');!C>I7!0#')*(#!7==8?!1*+0./!`/$'(EA+!4)/+$'&%0.)/?!$:F4.$/4E?!%/-!,)%-2+#.:0./(! 

programs reduced peak demand by 600 MW. Since 2004, the utility has been working 

on a goal to reduce peak demand by an additional 700 MW by 2020.

 !!1*+0./!`/$'(EA+!7=7=!$/$'(E!'$+)*'4$+!6,%/!4%,,+!:)'!;%./0%././(!.0+!4*''$/0!($/$'%0.)/!

resources and its current conservation and load-shifting goal of 700 MW by 2020. To 

;$$0!0#$!'$;%././(!(%6!):!%66')L.;%0$,E!78I!Qf!):!.0+!6')H$40$-!,)%-?!0#$!*0.,.0E!6,%/+!

to add 300 MW of natural gas generation by expanding the Sand Hill Energy Center (100 

MW of that total is currently under construction) and 912 MW of renewable.

 !!1*+0./!`/$'(E!;%./0%./+!)&$'!M?===!;.,$+!):!)&$'#$%-!6'.;%'E!%/-!+$4)/-%'E!6)B$'!

lines, 4,000 miles of underground primary and secondary lines, and 48 substations.

A transformer station in northeast Austin.
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What Does It Mean? – City Facilities and Services

 !!P)/0./*$-!,)B2-$/+.0E!+*G*'G%/!-$&$,)6;$/0!4%/!+0'%./!0#$!P.0EA+!6*G,.4! 

safety budget, as more development on the city’s fringes will require  

%--.0.)/%,!6),.4$!%/-!F'$!+0%0.)/+!0)!$/+*'$!%-$[*%0$!'$+6)/+$!0.;$+9!

 !!"#$!6$'!*/.0!4)+0+!%++)4.%0$-!B.0#!+$'&./(!,)B2-$/+.0E?!+6'%B,./(!-$&$,)6;$/0!

with water and wastewater services are generally greater than those associ-

ated with denser, more compact development. 

 !!P'$$5!a))-./(!6)+$+!%!'$4*''./(!'.+5!0)!6*G,.4!+%:$0E!%/-!6')6$'0E9!O)4%,.X$-!

a))-./(!0#'$%0$/+!6')6$'0E!%4')++!0#$!4.0E!-*$!0)!*/-$'+.X$-?!-$0$'.)'%0$-?!

clogged, or inadequate storm drain systems. 

 !!"#$!4.0E!#%+!%/!%G)&$2%&$'%($!%;)*/0!):!6%'5,%/-?!G*0!:*/-./(!:)'!;%./0$-

nance and upgrades has not kept up. 

 !!Q)'$!%00$/0.)/!/$$-+!0)!G$!6%.-!0)!4'$%0./(!+;%,,$'!6%'5+!0#%0!%'$!./!)'!B.0#./!

walking distance of neighborhoods. The absence of these smaller parks means 

that many areas of the city are not adequately served by the park system.

 !!1*+0./A+!$L.+0./(!6%'5+!%/-!0'%.,!+E+0$;!%'$!%;$/.0.$+!0#%0!+#)*,-!G$!4)/+.-$'$-!

./!6,%//./(!:)'!./F,,!./!%/-!'$-$&$,)6;$/0!):!*'G%/!4)'$!%'$%+9

 !!1+!0#$!4.0E!G$4);$+!;)'$!4);6%40?!0#$'$!.+!%!('$%0$'!/$$-!0)!./4)'6)'%0$!

more urban play spaces for children in parks and other public places.

 !!1*+0./!.+!%!'$(.)/%,!,$%-$'!./!4)/+$'&%0.)/!+0'%0$(.$+?!G*0!.0!;*+0!G$!6')%40.&$!./!

planning for supplying water and other municipal services to its  

rapidly-growing population. 

 !!Q)'$!'$+.-$/0+!%/-!G*+./$++$+!/$$-!0)!G$!$/4)*'%($-!0)!'$4E4,$!0)!'$-*4$!

0#$!%;)*/0!):!+),.-!B%+0$!+$/0!0)!,%/-F,,+9

Data source: City of Austin  

Community Inventory
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SOCIETY AND HEALTH

Rising housing and transportation costs, school quality, and access to 

healthcare, food, and social services are major considerations for families 

and residents living in Austin.

Families and Households

 !!R%;.,.$+!;%5$!*6!%!+,.;!;%H)'.0E!):!1*+0./!#)*+$#),-+!TM7!6$'4$/0U?!4);6%'$-!B.0#!K7!

percent in the Austin-Round Rock metropolitan area and 67 percent in the nation. 

 !!"#$!/*;G$'!):!#)*+$#),-+!B.0#!4#.,-'$/!-$4,./$-!+*G+0%/0.%,,E!:');!C>@=!0)!C>>=9!W./4$!

1990, the proportion of households with children has held steady (slightly declining from 

30.2 percent in 1990 to 29.5 percent in 2009).

 !!e)*+$#),-+!B.0#!4#.,-'$/!;%5$!*6!%!+;%,,$'!6%'0!):!0#$!6)6*,%0.)/!./!0#$!*'G%/!4)'$?!

4);6%'$-!B.0#!0#$!$-($!):!0#$!4.0E!%/-!0#$!$L0'%20$''.0)'.%,!H*'.+-.40.)/9!1!/*;G$'!):!

factors contribute to this disparity: higher housing costs, fewer quality public schools, 

walking and biking safety, and access to key amenities such as parks and childcare. 

See Figure 2-6 for change in households with children from 2000 to 2010.

 !!1*+0./A+!/)/2e.+6%/.4!f#.0$!6)6*,%0.)/!.+!4);6)+$-!):!:$B$'!#)*+$#),-+!B.0#!4#.,-'$/!

(20 percent), compared with African American (36 percent), Asian American (35  

percent), and Hispanic (45 percent) households. However, the total number of White 

and Hispanic households with children is about the same. 

Education

 !!̀ ,$&$/!+4#)),!-.+0'.40+!$-*4%0$!1*+0./2%'$%!+0*-$/0+?!B.0#!;)'$!0#%/!C@=!+4#)),+!B.0#./!

the planning area. Students also attend about 30 charter or alternative schools and 

more than 30 private schools.  

 !!f.0#!;)'$!0#%/!I=?===!+0*-$/0+?!0#$!1*+0./!</-$6$/-$/0!W4#)),!D.+0'.40!.+!0#$!,%'($+0!

educational provider for students grades K-12. 

 !1,,!):!0#$!+4#)),!-.+0'.40+!./!0#$!1*+0./!%'$%!#%&$!./4'$%+$-!0#$.'!$/'),,;$/0!+./4$!7===9

 !!</!7==>?!@C!6*G,.4!+4#)),+!./!0#$!1*+0./!%'$%!B$'$!'%0$-!$L$;6,%'E9!R)*'?!#)B$&$'?!B$'$!

rated academically unacceptable, all located in Austin’s east side.
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Figure 2.7 Change in Population Younger than Age 18 (Travis County 2000-2010) 

Over the past decade, many Austin neighborhoods experienced a decline in the number of 

+4#)),2%($-!4#.,-'$/?!B#.,$!%'$%+!)/!0#$!$-($!$L6$'.$/4$-!+.(/.F4%/0!(%./+9!!W0$$6!./4'$%+$+!./!

real estate prices in Central Austin and changing demographics are key factors in this trend.
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 !!"B)!%'$%!+4#)),!-.+0'.40+?!1*+0./!%/-!Q%/)'?!+0'*((,$!B.0#!0#$!/*;G$'!):!+0*-$/0+!B#)!

dropout at some point during high school, with overall 4-year dropout rates slightly 

greater than the state average. This is particularly an issue among African American and 

Hispanic students:

4-Year Dropout Rate - Class of 2010

African  

American
Hispanic White

Overall 

(All Students)

State 11.8% 9.6% 3.5% 7.3%

Austin ISD 12.6% 11.9% 3.5% 9.0%

Manor ISD 16.7% 13.5% 11.1% 13.9%

 !!"#$!#.(#!'%0$!):!0$$/%($!6'$(/%/4.$+!./!1*+0./!%/-!"'%&.+!P)*/0E!4)/0'.G*0$+!0)!+.(/.F-

cant dropout rate of many area high schools. 

 !!1!:*'0#$'!4#%,,$/($!:)'!;%/E!+0*-$/0+!:');!,)B2./4);$!:%;.,.$+!.+!0#$!/$$-!0)!4#%/($!

schools when they change residences. A 2010 study by the Austin Independent School 

District, Travis County, and City of Austin found high rates of student mobility at several 

schools in the east and northeast part of the school district. 

 !!P),,$($+!%/-!*/.&$'+.0.$+!%'$!$++$/0.%,!0)!1*+0./A+!.-$/0.0E9!"#$!4.0E!.+!#);$!0)!0#$! 

University of Texas (one of the largest universities in the nation), St. Edwards University,  

Huston-Tillotson University, Concordia University, and Austin Community College.  

There are about100,000 college or university students in Austin.

 !!</!,./$!B.0#!)0#$'!4);;*/.0E!4),,$($+!./!"$L%+?!CM!6$'4$/0!):!:*,,20.;$!1*+0./!P);;*/.0E!

College students go on to earn a four-year degree after six years. 

 !!</!7=C=?!)&$'!Z?I==!$-*4%0.)/%,!6')('%;+!B$'$!#)+0$-!GE!0#$!O.G'%'E!D$6%'0;$/09!"#.+!

includes free computer classes held at three public libraries. 

Maplewood Elementary School.

Austin Community College’s South 

Campus, which provides higher edu-

cational services, including degree 

6')('%;+?!4$'0.F4%0$+?!%/-!H)G!0'%././(!

to approximately 4,000 students. 

Huston-Tillotson University, a traditionally 

black university located in East Austin. 

The University evolved from Tillotson Col-

lege and Samuel Huston College, both 

established in the late 1800s and later 

merged in 1952.
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Service Area Enrollment

School Districts
Total  

(Sq Mi)

In the planning 

area (Sq Mi)

Total  
At schools 

within the  

planning area

Austin 229.8 226.2 81,763 81,686

Bastrop 427.6 3.9 8,538 0

Del Valle 171.2 138.4 9,234 8618

Dripping Springs 199 3.8 4,023 0

Eanes 33.3 28.4 7,325 3342

Hays Consolidated 225.5 20.3 13,047 0

Lago Vista 35 3 1,239 0

Lake Travis 117.6 23.2 5,871 695

Leander 198.3 51.6 26,551 4,909

Manor 89.2 57.7 5,828 2,371

Va*($'&.,,$ 76.6 21.9 20,807 7,901

Round Rock 98.2 41.4 40,448 14,870

Health and Healthcare

 !!R');!C>>>!0)!7==I?!0#$!0)0%,!;)'0%,.0E!'%0$!./!"'%&.+!P)*/0E!B%+!@@Z!-$%0#+!6$'!C==?===!

6$)6,$9!1:'.4%/!1;$'.4%/+!$L6$'.$/4$-!%!+.(/.F4%/0,E!#.(#$'!;)'0%,.0E!'%0$!TC?==7!

deaths per 100,000 people), while Hispanics experienced a lower rate (692 deaths per 

C==?===!6$)6,$U9!"#)*(#!0#$+$!;)'0%,.0E!'%0$+!%'$!%-H*+0$-!:)'!0#$!)&$'%,,!%($!):!0#$!

population, the City epidemiologist believes that a generally older African American 

population and generally younger Hispanic population continues to contribute to these 

differences.

 !!D.%G$0$+?!#$%'0!-.+$%+$?!%/-!4#')/.4!,)B$'!'$+6.'%0)'E!-.+$%+$!'$+*,0!./!%G)*0!7>! 

percent of deaths in Travis County. These diseases also reduce Austinites’ quality of life. 

Eight percent of Travis County residents suffer from diabetes, 5 percent from cardiovas-

cular disease, and 7 percent from asthma.

 !!e.+6%/.4+!%/-!1:'.4%/!1;$'.4%/+!$L6$'.$/4$-!#.(#$'!'%0$+!):!)G$+.0E!%/-!-.%G$0$+!0#%/!

the general population. Whites and African Americans experienced higher rates of car-

diovascular disease and asthma (with African Americans experiencing twice the overall 

asthma rate). 

 !!</!7=C=?!C>!6$'4$/0!):!"'%&.+!P)*/0E!'$+.-$/0+!B#)!/$$-$-!0)!+$$!%!-)40)'!4)*,-!/)0!%0!

some point because of cost. This rate was higher among Hispanics (24 percent) and Afri-

can Americans (23 percent). Similarly, while 89 percent of White residents had access to 

some kind of health care coverage, only 75 percent of African American residents and 

61 percent of Hispanic residents did. Less than 20 percent of Austin physicians accept 

new Medicaid or Medicare patients. 

Dell Children’s Hospital at the Mueller 

neighborhood.
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 !!f#.,$!"$L%+!4)/0./*$+!0)!#%&$!%!#.(#!'%0$!):!0$$/%($!6'$(/%/4E!4);6%'$-!B.0#!)0#$'!

states, the incidence of teen pregnancy in Travis County has generally declined since 

the mid-1990s. Teen pregnancy has a disproportionate effect on communities of color: 

the birth rate for Hispanic teens is almost ten times higher than that of White non-Hispan-

ic teens; the rate for African American teens is two times greater.

 !!"#$!1*+0./!'$(.)/!.+!+$'&$-!GE!0#'$$!;%H)'!#)+6.0%,!+E+0$;+b!W$0)/!R%;.,E!):!e)+6.0%,+!

(based in Austin), St. David’s Health Care (based in Austin), and the Scott and White 

network (northern Central Texas region).

 !!"#$!"'%&.+!P)*/0E!e$%,0#4%'$!D.+0'.40!4'$%0$-!./!7==Z?!-)./(!G*+./$++!%+!P$/0'%,!e$%,0#?!

provides publicly funded healthcare services to the county’s low-income residents 

through its Medical Access Program, a health plan with a network of healthcare provid-

$'+9!J$/$F0+!%'$!%&%.,%G,$!0)!:%;.,.$+!%0!)'!G$,)B!6)&$'0E!,$&$,!0#')*(#!%!,.;.0$-!6')&.-$'!

network. Central Health also pays for discounted care through selected providers for 

individuals earning up to 200% of poverty level. 

 !!!"#$!]/.&$'+.0E!Q$-.4%,!P$/0$'!%0!J'%45$/'.-($!%,+)!6')&.-$+!#)+6.0%,2G%+$-!+$'&.4$+!

when necessary. 

 !!D$,,!P#.,-'$/A+!Q$-.4%,!P$/0$'!):!P$/0'%,!"$L%+!.+!0#$!)/,E!-$-.4%0$-!:'$$+0%/-./(!6$-.-

atric facility in the region. 

 !!"#$!</0$('%0$-!P%'$!P),,%G)'%0.&$?!%!/)/6')F0!%,,.%/4$!):!#$%,0#!4%'$!6')&.-$'+!./!

Central Texas, works to improve the healthcare delivery to the poor and people without 

health insurance and operates and manages the region’s electronic health information 

exchange, the ICare system.

Health Insurance Coverage of Austin Residents, 2009

Group Insured Uninsured

Children under 18 84.7% 15.3%

Working-age adults 71.4% 28.6%

Adults 65 and older 96.8% 3.2%

Individuals with a disability 82.3% 17.7%

Public Health and Social Services

 !!"#$!1*+0./S"'%&.+!P)*/0E!e$%,0#!%/-!e*;%/!W$'&.4$+!D$6%'0;$/0!6')&.-$+!6*G,.4!#$%,0#?!

social, and environmental health services for Austin and Travis County and serves nearly 

one million residents. Working in partnership with the community, Health and Human 

Services creates and provides services that improve quality of life, lower morbidity and 

mortality rates, address social inequities, and prevent both contagious and chronic dis-

eases. The department operates six neighborhood centers that provide social services 

for low- and moderate-income families. Services include child care programs, home-

less assistance, day labor and employment programs, mental health/substance abuse 

services, programs for at-risk youth, services to seniors and persons with disabilities, and 

basic needs services.
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 !!</!%--.0.)/?!0#$E!6')&.-$!0#$!:),,)B./(!+$'&.4$+b!&.0%,!'$4)'-+?!$;$'($/4E!6'$6%'$--

ness and response, regulatory and environmental health, immunization, women’s and 

children’s health, sexually transmitted disease, disease surveillance, and chronic disease 

prevention services.

 !!"#$!"'%&.+!P)*/0E!e$%,0#!%/-!e*;%/!W$'&.4$+!%/-!d$0$'%/A+!W$'&.4$+!D$6%'0;$/0!B)'5+!

to prevent homeless, domestic abuse, and communicable diseases. 

 !!"#$!P.0E!):!1*+0./A+!G*-($0!:)'!F+4%,!E$%'!7=CC27=C7!%,,)4%0$-!YCZ9C!;.,,.)/!-),,%'+!:)'!

social services funding. 

 !!1*+0./A+!1/.;%,!W$'&.4$+!;%/%($+!)/$!):!0#$!,%'($+0!%/.;%,!+#$,0$'+!./!P$/0'%,!"$L%+?!

caring for more than 23,000 animals each year. In 2011, the City moved its animal shelter 

to new facility on Levander Loop and achieved “no-kill” city status.

 !!1*+0./!.+!#);$!0)!;%/E!/)02:)'!6')F0!)'(%/.X%0.)/+!G*0!#%+!%!#.+0)'E!):!,)B!'%0$+!):! 

charitable giving.

What Does It Mean? – Society and Health

 !!R%;.,.$+!B.0#!4#.,-'$/!%'$!/)0!/$4$++%'.,E!+0%E./(!./!1*+0./9!3.+./(!#)*+./(!4)+0+?!

school quality, safety, available amenities, and educational costs are con-

cerns for families. 

 !!"#$!0B)!+4#)),!-.+0'.40+!+$'&./(!0#$!,%'($+0!%'$%!./!0#$!$L0'%0$''.0)'.%,!H*'.+-.4-

tion (Austin ISD and Del Valle ISD) are facing challenges related to population 

growth, immigration/language needs, poverty, transient families, and sharply 

reduced funding from the State of Texas. 

 !!e.(#$'!$-*4%0.)/%,!./+0.0*0.)/+!%'$!%!;%H)'!6%'0!):!1*+0./A+!.-$/0.0E?!#.+0)'E?!%/-!

economy.

 !!1*+0./!#%+!%!&$'E!%40.&$!+)4.%,!+$'&.4$!/$0B)'59!"#$!P);;*/.0E!140.)/!l$0-

work is developing a set of priority indicators for children and youth to measure 

progress.

 !!"$$/%($!6'$(/%/4.$+!4%/!#%&$!6'):)*/-!$::$40+!)/!0#$!;)0#$'A+!:*0*'$!6')+-

pects, her family, child, and the broader community. Teen parents are more 

likely to drop out of school, not attend college, experience unemployment, 

and earn lower wages. Children of teenage mothers are more at risk for hav-

ing low-birth weight, prematurity, and infant mortality.

 !!D$+.(/!):!0#$!6#E+.4%,!$/&.')/;$/0!%::$40+!6*G,.4!#$%,0#9!`/+*'./(!0#%0!/$B!

development creates walkable and bikable communities with safe pedestrian 

facilities and recreation opportunities can promote the health and well-being 

of Austin’s residents and reduce risk factors associated with diabetes, heart 

disease, and obesity.

Data sources: City of Austin Com-

munity Inventory, Create Austin TXP, 

Inc.’s Economic Impact 2005 Study 

of Austin, and the Urban Institute’s 

Cultural Vitality in Communities Study.
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ARTS AND CULTURE

 !"#$!"#"%!#&!$"'(")$!#*'+!"#(&"#$*',*')"-!%&,."/0*"$','(1")2,*,"23"%'+'(1"#(&"

working in Austin may affect the long-term viability of the arts community. 

Key Facts/Trends

Arts/Cultural Events 

 !!1*+0./!.+!/%0.)/%,,E!'$/)B/$-!:)'!.0+!%'0+!+4$/$!%/-!#%+!$%'/$-!0#$!/.45/%;$!g"#$!O.&$!

Music Capital of the World.” The city is home to over 100 live music venues, multiple 

music festivals, 1,543 music-related businesses, and over 1,900 music acts. 

 !!1*+0./!#%+!#.+0)'.4%,,E!-'%B/!,%'($!/*;G$'+!):!4'$%0.&$!./-.&.-*%,+?!:*$,./(!%!+0')/(!$L-

6$'.;$/0%,!-'.&$!:)'!%!4.0E!):!1*+0./A+!+.X$9!<0!#%+!%!(')B./(!F,;!./-*+0'E?!%!0#'.&./(!(%;./(!

and digital media industry, a new works theater community, and serves as an incubator 

for emerging artists and entrepreneurs. Yet there is a concern by mid-career and ma-

ture artists that there are not adequate services, facilities, or commerce to support them 

in their artistic endeavors; many move elsewhere as a result.

 !!"#$'$!%'$!)&$'!8M!;*+$*;+!./!0#$!1*+0./!Q*+$*;!V%'0/$'+#.6!T%!4)/+)'0.*;!):!;*+$*;+U!

which includes arts, sciences, history, nature preserves, music, and government muse-

ums. The city’s numerous museums and galleries include the Mexic-Arte and the Jack S. 

Blanton Museum. However, Austin does not yet have the iconic museums of other cities 

of the same size.

 !!"#$!P.0E!):!1*+0./A+!V%'5!%/-!3$4'$%0.)/!D$6%'0;$/0!+$'&$+!)&$'!KM=?===!&.+.0+!%!E$%'!

with arts, culture, and nature programs at its facilities, including the Elisabet Ney Museum 

and the Zilker Botanical Gardens.

 !!</!7==K?!1*+0./!'%/5$-!+$4)/-!./!;%H)'!]9W9!4.0.$+!./!0$';+!):!0#$!/*;G$'!):!/)/26')F0!

community celebrations, festivals, fairs, and parades per 1,000 persons.

 !!1*+0./!#%+!G$$/!4);;.++.)/./(!%B%'-2B.//./(!6*G,.4!%'0!6')H$40+!0#')*(#!0#$!1'0!./!

V*G,.4!V,%4$+!6')('%;!+./4$!C>IMc!#)B$&$'?!;%/E!):!0#$!6')H$40+!%'$!/)0!B$,,25/)B/!0)!

residents and visitors.

 !!"#$%0$'!%/-!-%/4$!%'$!+.(/.F4%/0!4)/0'.G*0)'+!0)!1*+0./A+!4'$%0.&$!$4)/);E!T)&$'!Y88=!

million in 2005). The city has over 32 theater venues, with many more theater companies 

and playwrights. 

Economic Impact and Funding

 !!"#$!4'$%0.&$!+$40)'!T./4,*-./(!;*+.4?!F,;!%/-!&.+*%,!;$-.%?!/)02:)'26')F0!6$':)';./(!%'0+?!

&.+*%,!%'0+?!%/-!%'0+2'$,%0$-!0)*'.+;U!4)/0'.G*0$-!ZI?===!6$';%/$/0!H)G+?!)&$'!Y@C!;.,,.)/!

in tax revenue, and over $4.35 billion in annual economic activity in 2010. 

The Three Philosophers statue by sculp-

tor Glenna Goodacre at Barton Springs 

Pool. The Three Philosophers depicts 

three renowned Austin writers--Frank 

Dobie, Roy Bedichek, and Walter 

Prescott Webb--who used to meet at 

Barton Springs for what was known as 

g1*+0./A+!F'+0!,.0$'%'E!+%,)/9h!"#$!+0%0*$!

B%+!%!6')H$40!):!P%6.0%,!1'$%!W0%0*$+?!

</49!TP1W"U?!%!/)/26')F0!-$-.4%0$-!0)!

recognizing Texas history and culture 

through public sculpture.

Jalisco Dancer
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Paramount Theater on Congress Av-

enue in Downtown

 !!1*+0./A+!;*+.4!:$+0.&%,+!%'$!.;6)'0%/0!0)!0#$!4.0EA+!$4)/);E9!"#$!7=CC!W)*0#!GE!W)*0#-

west contributed $167 million to the local economy; the 2011 Austin City Limits Festival 

contributed $73 million.

 !!"#$!4.0EA+!F,;?!0$,$&.+.)/?!+6)'0+?!%/-!%/.;%0.)/!./-*+0'.$+!($/$'%0$!%66')L.;%0$,E!YCC8!

;.,,.)/!./!7=C=!%/-!6')&.-$-!)&$'!8?M==!H)G+9!"#$!4.0EA+!(%;./(!./-*+0'E!($/$'%0$-!)&$'!

Y>==!;.,,.)/!./!7=C=?!6')&.-./(!;)'$!0#%/!@?7==!H)G+9

 !!</!7==K?!'$+.-$/0+!%66')&$-!%!Y8C9M!;.,,.)/!G)/-!;$%+*'$!0)!+*66)'0!4)/+0'*40.)/!%/-!

renovation of seven of the City-owned arts and performance facilities. Yet there con-

tinues to be a perceived lack of affordable, accessible and/or appropriately equipped 

arts spaces. 

 !!N&$'!0#$!,%+0!:$B!E$%'+?!"0#$!P.0E!):!1*+0./A+!e)0$,!N44*6%/4E!"%L!6)'0.)/!:)'!0#$!/)/2

6')F0!%'0+!%/-!4*,0*'$!(')*6+!%/-!+6)/+)'$-!%'0.+0+!6')H$40+!$/%G,$-!0#$!P.0E!0)!%,,)-

4%0$+!%66')L.;%0$,E!YM!;.,,.)/!%//*%,,E!0)!7Z=!/)/26')F0!%'0+!(')*6+9

 !!1*+0./!#%+!%!,)/(!#.+0)'E!):!+*66)'0./(!:*/-./(!:)'!.0+!4*,0*'%,!:%4.,.0.$+9!</!7==K?!'$+.-$/0+!

approved a $31.5 million bond measure to support construction and renovation of 

seven of the city-owned cultural facilities.

 !!!"#$!P.0E!):!1*+0./!%,,)4%0$+!%66')L.;%0$,E!YM!;.,,.)/!%//*%,,E!:');!0#$!e)0$,!%/-! 

N44*6%/4E!"%L!0)!/)/26')F0!%'0+!%/-!4*,0*'%,!(')*6+9

Arts Education Programs

 !!!"#$!1*+0./!</-$6$/-$/0!W4#)),!D.+0'.40?!)0#$'!+4#)),!-.+0'.40+?!%/-!6'.&%0$!+4#)),+!)6$'-

ate arts education programs as an integral part of student learning and development. 

Nevertheless, students in all areas of the city do not have equal access to arts program-

ming.

 !!</!7=CC2!7=C7!0#$!1*+0./!</-$6$/-$/0!W4#)),!D.+0'.40?!0#$!P.0E!):!1*+0./?!;./-VNV!T'$6-

resenting arts and cultural organizations), and the Kennedy Center’s “Any Given Child” 

program partnered to inventory arts education in K-8th grade in the school district,  

determine gaps and create a strategic plan. 

 !!</!7=C=?!0#$!e.+0)'E?!1'0!%/-!l%0*'$!D.&.+.)/!:%4.,.0.$+!6')&.-$-!C?IZC!%-*,0!%/-!4#.,-'$/!

classes. 

 !!f#.,$!%'0+?!F,;?!%/-!;*+.4!$-*4%0.)/!.+!+0')/(!./!%'$%!*/.&$'+.0.$+!%/-!4),,$($+?! 

technology education is somewhat limited.

Blue Lapis Light Performance.
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What Does It Mean? – Arts and Creativity

 !!1*+0./A+!,.&$!;*+.4!%/-!%'0+!+4$/$!.+!%!4)'/$'+0)/$!):!0#$!4.0EA+!.-$/0.0E9!

 !!P'$%0.&$!./-*+0'.$+!%'$!%/!.;6)'0%/0!$,$;$/0!):!0#$!4.0EA+!$4)/);E!%/-! 

can be leveraged for additional economic growth.

 !!"#$!%'0+!%/-!4'$%0.&$!4);;*/.0E!+0'*((,$+!B.0#!.++*$+!):!:*/-./(?!%::)'-%G,$!

and appropriately sized performance and practice space, housing, health 

and healthcare, and quality of life issues.

 !!!P.0E!%/-!6'.&%0$!:*/-./(!:)'!,)4%,!%'0+!:%4.,.0.$+!%/-!6')('%;+!.+!4'.0.4%,!0)!0#$!

ongoing strength of the arts in Austin.

 !!O)B$'2./4);$!4);;*/.0.$+!;%E!/)0!#%&$!%-$[*%0$!)66)'0*/.0.$+!0)! 

participate in Austin’s arts programs and events.

 !!f)'5:)'4$!-$&$,)6;$/0!6')('%;+!/$$-!0)!6')&.-$!H)G!0'%././(!:)'! 

technological, arts-related occupations.

Data sources: City of Austin Community 

Inventory, CreateAustin Cultural Master 

Plan.

Kayakers paddle near the historic 

Seaholm power plant on Lady Bird Lake.
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DEVELOPING A REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Austin has long been the hub of the Central Texas region. Our Central Business District is 

0#$!gD)B/0)B/!):!P$/0'%,!"$L%+9h!1,0#)*(#!1*+0./!.+!0#$!6'./4.6%,!6,%4$!B#$'$!H)G+!%/-!

necessary goods, services, entertainment, and amenities are concentrated, the city’s 

role as the only regional center has changed as increased suburban development pulled 

against this identity, reducing the city’s share of employment, services, and housing. 

This does not mean that we are losing our central position in the region. As the employ-

ment, educational, medical, and retail hub of Central Texas, we attract thousands of 

commuters, patients, shoppers, and visitors each day. Other communities may be  

(%././(!/$B!'$0%.,?!):F4$+?!%/-!#)*+./(?!G*0!1*+0./A+!*/.[*$!%++$0+j)*'!$-*4%0.)/%,! 

institutions, government facilities, hospitals and emerging medical districts, the Austin-

Bergstrom International Airport, downtown, independent businesses, arts and  

entertainment offerings, and natural amenities—ensure that we will remain the regional 

leader for the foreseeable future. In many regards, the success and growth of the  

surrounding suburban communities is directly tied to Austin’s past and continued  

regional role as the arts, entertainment, and economic center. 

At an even larger scale, Austin is part of the dynamic, fast-growing Dallas/Fort Worth-San 

Antonio-Houston Texas Triangle “mega-region” (see Figure 2.8). We are responsible for 

working with our neighboring governments, and larger cities like Dallas and San Antonio, 

to understand the complexity of regional issues, develop coordinated strategies, and 

ensure that, as a region, we have the capacity to move forward. 

CENTRAL TEXAS REGION IN 2011

Regional Issues 

Being a regional leader means more than having the most people or assets; we must  

understand that our actions affect nearby communities. By and large, Austin’s problems 

are the region’s. Because we are closely connected to our neighbors, our solutions must 

G$!;*0*%,,E!G$/$F4.%,9!"#$'$!%'$!+$&$'%,!5$E!.++*$+!:%4./(!0#$!'$(.)/!0#%0!;*+0!G$!0%45-

led in a collaborative manner across municipal boundaries. 

Conversion of agricultural land and fragmented development 

Q*4#!):!0#$!,%/-!)/!1*+0./A+!6$'.6#$'E!%/-!./!.0+!$L0'%20$''.0)'.%,!H*'.+-.40.)/!.+!%('.4*,0*'%,!

or undeveloped. Development has been happening in these areas as parcels are  

4)/&$'0$-!0)!+*G-.&.+.)/+!%/-!4);;$'4.%,!%/-!):F4$!4$/0$'+?!6%'0.4*,%',E!%,)/(!)'!/$%'!

;%H)'!')%-B%E+9!"#$!]9W9!P$/+*+!):!1('.4*,0*'$!'$6)'0+!0#%0!G$0B$$/!7==7!0)!7==@?!/./$!

percent of the region’s agricultural land was taken out of production, with the highest 

rate of loss occurring in Hays and Travis counties. This coincides with an increase in land 

&%,*$+!0#')*(#)*0!0#$!1*+0./!%'$%!%/-!%!-$4,./$!./!0#$!6')F0%G.,.0E!):!+;%,,!:%';+9! 

Fragmented, low-density development outside the region’s municipalities is more costly 

to serve with infrastructure and services, requires residents to depend exclusively on the 

automobile to travel, and encroaches upon and consumes the region’s open spaces. 
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Limited water supply and water systems

Some new development is occurring in outlying areas that have limited or no water  

systems to support moderate or concentrated growth. Many area communities do not 

have resources to extend existing infrastructure or do not have contracts for long-term 

water supply. Some of those that do have contracts are already exceeding their yearly 

allocations. Limited availability of public water infrastructure reinforces scattered,  

sprawling development, and new draws on groundwater sources will affect the region’s 

water supply, particularly in times of extended draught. 

Housing-jobs imbalance

Half the working-age populations of all the counties in the region, except Travis, com-

mute to another county for work. Most of this travel moves toward Austin, but increasingly 

this travel is also between the communities surrounding Austin. Even Austin has seen its 

share of residents commuting out of the city grow, rising over nine percent between 2002 

and 2009. This work-related travel points to a regional mismatch between the location 

):!'$+.-$/4$+!%/-!H)G+9!W);$!):!0#.+!;%E!G$!%00'.G*0%G,$!0)!,.:$+0E,$!6'$:$'$/4$+?!+*4#!%+!

personal preferences for small towns or rural living, but it is also the result of rising housing 

costs throughout the region. Prospective homeowners must “drive until they qualify” to 

F/-!%::)'-%G,$!#)*+./(!0#%0!;$$0+!0#$.'!/$$-+?!%/-!;%/E!):!0#$+$!%::)'-%G,$!*/.0+!%'$!

found in distant subdivisions with limited transportation options. 

Rising costs of housing and transportation

Land values and housing costs are increasing throughout the region. Some of this in-

crease is due to funding delays for new infrastructure (i.e., new residential developments 

have been approved, but construction must wait until adequate infrastructure can be 

built to serve them; in the interim, costs rise for existing units because fewer new units 

%'$!G$./(!G*.,0U9!V'.4$+!:)'!./F,,!*/.0+!T/$B!#)*+./(!G*.,0!./!%,'$%-E!-$&$,)6$-!%'$%+U!%'$!

increasing for different reasons, most of which relate to limited supply and growing land 

&%,*$+!./!;)'$!-$&$,)6$-!%'$%+!%/-!0#$!4);6,$L.0E!%/-!'$(*,%0)'E!-.:F4*,0E!%++)4.%0$-!

with this type of development. Many Central Texans must live in locations they can  

afford, no matter how inconvenient this location is to work, shopping, or services.  

Affordable housing choices for single or married couples without children, other than 

single-family houses and sprawling garden-styled apartments, is even more limited. 

Transportation costs have been rising steadily over the past decade due to increased gas 

6'.4$+9!"#.+!#%+!4'$%0$-!F/%/4.%,!G*'-$/+!:)'!;%/E!#)*+$#),-+!B#)!;)&$-!0)!1*+0./A+!

6$'.6#$'E!0)!+$4*'$!%::)'-%G,$!#)*+./(?!G*0!/)B!F/-!0#$;+$,&$+!:%'0#$'!%B%E!:');!H)G+!

and needed services and able only to travel by car. In a 2010 report, the Capital Area 

Council of Governments found that more than half of the region’s households spent at 

least 45 percent of their incomes on housing and transportation costs.1

Few regional transportation options

As the region’s population struggles with rising costs, the shortcomings of the regional 

transportation system become even more pronounced. The regional transportation net-

2 The “region” referenced here includes 

Travis, Williamson, Hays, Caldwell, Bas-

trop, and Burnet counties.

The view along Congress Avenue

New subdivision in eastern Travis County

1!"#.+!F(*'$!'$6'$+$/0+!0#$!1*+0./23)*/-!

Rock-San Marcos MSA, which includes 

Burnet County in addition to Travis, 

Williamson, Hays, Caldwell, and Bastrop 

counties.
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work is built for cars, and the growing congestion we see is the direct result of increasingly 

distant growth with few transportation options. Too many people live and work in places 

where densities are too low to support regular transit service or are outside of a transit 

agency’s service area. In many places served by transit, the routes and the frequency of 

service are so limited that people do not view it as a viable alternative to driving.

Regional job growth mostly in lower-wage positions

The Central Texas economy has continued to grow through the current national reces-

sion, although growth has slowed in high-tech, higher-skilled sectors. Much of the region’s 

'$4$/0!H)G!4'$%0.)/!#%+!G$$/!-.'$40,E!'$,%0$-!0)!.0+!'%6.-!6)6*,%0.)/!(')B0#!)&$'!0#$!

past few decades. As Central Texas has welcomed new residents from all parts of the 

4)*/0'E!%/-!0#$!B)',-?!-$;%/-!#%+!./4'$%+$-!:)'!+$'&.4$2)'.$/0$-!H)G+?!+*4#!%+!,$.+*'$!

%/-!#)+6.0%,.0E!+$'&.4$+!%/-!G*+./$++!%/-!6'):$++.)/%,!+$'&.4$+9!"#$+$!H)G+!0E6.4%,,E!'$[*.'$!

:$B$'!+5.,,+?!6%E!,)B$'!B%($+!0#%/!6'):$++.)/%,!%/-!#.(#20$4#!H)G+?!%/-!)::$'!:$B$'!G$/-

$F0+9!e)*+$#),-+!:%4$-!B.0#!,)B$'26%E./(!H)G+!%/-!./4'$%+./(!#)*+./(!%/-!0'%/+6)'0%0.)/!

costs are experiencing greater economic stresses. In a 2009 report, the Central Texas 

W*+0%./%G.,.0E!</-.4%0)'+!V')H$40!$+0.;%0$-!0#%0!%66')L.;%0$,E!Z=!6$'4$/0!):!0#$!'$(.)/A+!

families live “at the edge of their means” due to the widening gap between household 

incomes and household expenses.2 

Different legal powers to regulate development

Central Texas contains two types of governments with land use authority: counties and 

municipalities. The State of Texas allows municipalities to regulate development com-

prehensively within their corporate boundaries. They can also regulate some develop-

;$/0!B.0#./!0#$.'!$L0'%0$''.0)'.%,!H*'.+-.40.)/+!0)!$/+*'$!0#%0!.0!;$$0+!;./.;*;!+0%/-%'-+?!

B)'5+!./!4)/H*/40.)/!B.0#!./:'%+0'*40*'$!./&$+0;$/0+?!%/-!;./.;.X$+!.;6%40+!)/!/%0*'%,!

resources. Counties have fewer controls over development, mostly due to the assump-

0.)/!0#%0!0#$.'!H*'.+-.40.)/+!B.,,!/)0!4)/0%./!,%'($!%'$%+!):!*'G%/.X$-!,%/-c!#)B$&$'?!0#.+!.+!

increasingly not the case in the counties surrounding larger urban centers. Today, Texas 

4)*/0.$+!#%&$!)/,E!0#$!%G.,.0E!0)!'$(*,%0$!+*G-.&.+.)/+?!)/2+.0$!+$B%($!+E+0$;+?!a))-6,%./!

development, and water supply. A few, such as Travis County, have the power to require 

+0)';B%0$'!;%/%($;$/0?!.;6)+$!F'$!4)-$+?!%/-!-$&$,)6!+0%/-%'-+!:)'!B%0$'!B$,,+!0)!

prevent groundwater contamination. Unlike cities, counties do not have the authority to 

enact building codes, a zoning ordinance, or impact fees. As a large percentage of the 

region’s growth is occurring outside municipal boundaries, the limited power of the coun-

ties provides little control over the location, quality, and impacts of development. This 

has resulted in low-density, piecemeal development throughout the region and makes 

.0!-.:F4*,0!:)'!H*'.+-.40.)/+!0)!B)'5!0)($0#$'!0)!.;6,$;$/0!'$(.)/%,!(')B0#!;%/%($;$/0!

strategies. 

Finding and implementing solutions to these issues only can be achieved if we adopt a 

regional perspective. This perspective should be “Austin with our partners.” We are the 

,$%-$'!):!P$/0'%,!"$L%+!%/-!0#')*(#!<;%(./$!1*+0./!%/-!)0#$'!'$(.)/%,!6')H$40+!B$!B.,,!

work with our neighbors to improve the future of the region. 
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Figure 2.8 Surrounding Jurisdictions

1*+0./A+!%G.,.0E!0)!(')B!;*4#!G$E)/-!0#$!G)*/-%'.$+!):!.0+!4*''$/0!$L0'%0$''.0)'.%,!H*'.+-.40.)/!B.,,!G$!,.;.0$-!

GE!0#$!;*/.4.6%,!%/-!$L0'%0$''.0)'.%,!H*'.+-.40.)/!G)*/-%'.$+!):!+*'')*/-./(!4.0.$+9!!D$&$,)6./(!/$B!0)),+!%/-!

further developing partnerships with Travis County and other local governments as well as the private sector 

will be crucial to guiding growth in the unincorporated areas surrounding Austin.
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The comprehensive plan includes a regional component developed through coordination with surrounding 

4)*/0E!%/-!;*/.4.6%,!H*'.+-.40.)/+?!0#$!P%6.0%,!1'$%!Q$0')6),.0%/!V,%//./(!N'(%/.X%0.)/!mP1QVNn?!%/-!0#$!

P%6.0%,!1'$%!P)*/4.,!):!_)&$'/;$/0+!mP1VPN_n9!R)'!0#$!6*'6)+$+!):!0#$!.++*$+!.-$/0.F$-!./!0#.+!+$40.)/?!0#$!

“region” includes Travis, Hays, Caldwell, Williamson, and Bastrop counties, except where noted otherwise. 

Many of these issues are extensions of those affecting Austin, especially at the edges of our corporate 

G)*/-%'E!%/-!./!0#$!$L0'%0$''.0)'.%,!H*'.+-.40.)/9!

Figure 2.9 Austin’s Location within the Region (Texas Triangle) 


